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Belfast, Northern Ireland

"You who live in
the shelter of the
Most High, who
abide in the
shadow of the
Almighty, will say
to the Lord, 'My
refuge and my
fortress, my God,
in whom I trust.'"
(Psalm 91:1-2)

by Janet Campbell

IB

E R E AT HOME, in Ireland, we burn an open fire
of coal in the winter and spring. Some evenings
' we sit with the electric light off and watch the
flames leap up the chimney, and see the shadows move
over the ceiling and walls. Shadows are strange, "alive"
things.
We are told in Psalm 91 that shadows can be protective places when times are difficult, when we face hardship or danger. So we can rest under the shadow of the
Almighty, take refuge under the shadow of God's wings.
Here the image is of God as a mother bird protecting her
young. God is also described in Isaiah 32 as a great rock
in a weary land, which gives cool shade—the provision
of refreshment and encouragement for the tired and emotionally battered. We are even provided for around the
clock, since both sun and moon give light and shadow!
While sitting in church recently, I tried to work out
why a certain faint shadow was on one of the walls. I
realized it came f r o m a distant light. This prompted the
thought that the closer we are to God, the deeper we are
under the shadow's protection.
It is all too easy to drift away to the outer limits of

Janet Campbell works in health care and
is involved with her husband, Joe, in peacemaking in divided Northern Ireland.
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God's will for us. Lent and Easter provide a focus to
come close again to the cross, and as Mary, the mother
of Jesus, found, we can discover again God's special,
concerned love for each of us, and receive the help we
need to live each day as God would wish.
Shadows can also signify a place of partial understanding and difficulty, such as in the "valley of the
shadow of death" described in Psalm 23. Shadows have
no color but are shades of grey. Shadows do not describe
the fullness of reality. So although we know of God's
loving care, sometimes it is difficult to have hope
because of the circumstances in which we find ourselves.
Finally, shadows can pass on blessing. In the New
Testament book of Acts, we are told that after Jesus'
death, people brought sick friends and relatives into the
street and laid them on beds and mats so that when the
apostle Peter walked by, his shadow might fall on them
and heal them.
, NCE THERE WAS A CROSS that hung for
' years in an old country church. The light from a
window touched it each day. Eventually the interior of the church was repainted, but when the cross was
removed, its outline remained. In the same way, the
place of a favorite picture or photo in an old home marks
its presence when moving time comes. I wonder what
shape the shadow of our presence is? Does it remind others of Jesus after we are gone?
Shadows provide shelter, refreshment, and hope—and
a challenge that by living our lives close to God's presence, we may perhaps pass on the blessing of God's
presence to others.
•
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Author Philip Yancey recently jolted my thinking about Easter: Good Friday and Easter Sunday
are perhaps the most significant days on the
entire church calendar, yet...we live our lives on
Saturday, the day in between...promise and fulfillment. ("Unwrapping Jesus: M y Top Ten Surprises," Christianity Today, June 17, 1996)
What does it mean to be caught in the Saturday
of the Easter saga? Christians experience tremendous spiritual and emotional ups and downs during Passion Week: the Triumphal Entry...Jesus'
dangerous teachings in Jerusalem...bitter-sweet
Maundy Thursday...the horror of Good
Friday...the victory of Easter Sunday.
But what about Saturday? Our Savior is dead.
Do we grieve or proceed with business as usual?
Disappointingly, the Gospels of Mark and John
say nothing about Saturday. They skip from the
burial of Jesus directly to the day after the Sabbath when the followers discover that Jesus' body
has disappeared. Saturday seems void, much like
the mourner feels drained of all feeling after the
horror of death sinks in.

by Andrea Harrison

In Luke, women are present at the crucifixion.
They follow Joseph of Arimathea, who requests
Jesus' body and lays it in a tomb before the Sabbath begins. The women go home to prepare
JO Evangelical Visitor

spices and perfumes. "But they rested on the Sabbath in
obedience to the c o m m a n d m e n t s . " Is some bit of instruction to be found here: to persevere in ordinary tasks, to
return to old routines?
A s to the whereabouts of the disciples, the Bible is not
specific. Some believe they eventually found their way
to o n e another. What were they feeling: guilt, confusion,
lostness, desperation?
Matthew tells a bit more. He reveals (ch. 27) that on
Saturday the chief priests and Pharisees went to Pilate to
beg permission to seal the stone and post a guard. Then
they ordered it accomplished.
W h a t insights can we draw from these accounts?
Because Jesus' followers obediently observed the Saturday Sabbath, we can conclude they didn't understand
what Jesus had accomplished through his crucifixion.
The Sabbath was a gift of leisure and personal renewal
f r o m God. It c o m m e m o r a t e d the seventh day of creation
when G o d rested, and also God freeing the Israelites
f r o m Egypt. Freedom f r o m slavery was the major theme
of remembrance. Ironically, Jewish law mandated that
failure to observe the Sabbath rest was punishable by
death (Ex. 35:2; N u m . 15:32-36). Was this slavery to the
law much different f r o m slavery to
the Egyptians?

Clear is the contrast between the Jewish officials and
Jesus' followers: the disciples retreated, acknowledging
worldly and spiritual weakness; the officials arrogantly
flaunted what they supposed was their own power. Pilate
must have laughed secretly at their attempt to stand
watch over a corpse. To guard the tomb against the
guileless disciples was needless; if God was going to
raise Jesus, all the officials' conniving was fruitless. Yet
the evil conspiracy rolled on.
Christians often live in Saturday's hopelessness and
disobedience. So how do we get f r o m Saturday to Sunday's victory?

First, we acknowledge that evil is still loose on earth
just as it was on the Saturday before the first Easter Sunday. Though ultimately defeated, Satan still wars against
humanity, even though he knows his demise is sure.
Satan would rather Christians continue to live under law
rather than grace; despair rather than fulfillment;
bondage rather than deliverance. He wants us stuck—
defeated, silent—on Saturday.
Second, Christians should not act clueless, because
w e ' r e not. Historically, Saturday is not a community-offaith day. Like the early disciples, we tend to be scattered—not gathered—on Saturday. If we are tempted to ponder
the grief and sorrow of the first
The disciples somehow missed
Jesus' teaching that death would not
f a s t e r £ n n A d y
are. followers on Saturday, we may
dismiss that inclination because
defeat him, that through resurrection
we know the end of the story. On
he would fulfill the law and free
Saturday we plant gardens, shop,
them f r o m slavery to it. Paul needed
hide eggs, and otherwise get lost
to explain (Col. 2:16): " D o not let
in the limbo of culture. We take
anyone j u d g e you by what you eat or
for granted coming together on
drink, or with regard to a religious
Easter for in-group celebrations
festival...or a Sabbath day" (emphaof triumph.
sis mine). The NIV note declares,
" S o any insistence on the observance
Perhaps Saturday should be a
of [the Jewish Sabbath] is a failure
day of soul-searching and urgent
to recognize that their fulfillment has
strategizing. At the very least, it
already taken place" in Jesus.
should be a day of intense expecUndoubtedly, the followers took
tation. (We make a big to-do
comfort in obedience to the tradition of the Sabbath—in
about Christmas Eve; why not Easter Eve?) Rather than
looking forward to deliverance—not knowing that someresting in our privilege, complacent in our knowledge,
where, s o m e h o w Jesus had broken their chains already.
maybe we should be bothered enough by it to want to
shout that the good news is not coming, but here—availC o m m e n t a t o r Matthew Henry surmises, "Never was
able
for the poor and clueless.
there such...a melancholy Sabbath, spent in tears and
Do we "live our lives on Saturday"? If we are still sitfears. Never were the Sabbath services in the temple
ting around dazed and defeated, waiting for deliverance
such an abomination to God...when the chief priests,
like the rest of the world, the answer is yes. On the other
who presided over them, had their hands full of blood,
hand, if we daily live as if our chains are severed, if we
the blood of Christ" (Vol. V., p. 568). If the Jewish offioverflow with deep assurance of that knowledge, if we
cials believed breaking the Sabbath was punishable by
feel an intense need to share the news through evangedeath, they surely didn't show it on Saturday. Placing
lism and good works, then Sunday has already come.
themselves above the law, they worked to persuade
Pilate to let them seal and guard the tomb. Henry adds,
What will you think about this Easter Saturday?
"On that day...when they should have been at their devotions, asking pardon f r o m the sins of the week past,
[they] were dealing with Pilate...adding rebellion to their
Andrea Harrison is the penname of an editor and writer living in
sin."
the Midwest.
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India 1997

A SPECIAL MEETINGHOUSE REPORT

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 13

Listening to the
Spirit in Calcutta
C A L C U T T A , I n d i a — W i t h i n the
walls of the St. T h o m a s School yard,
the clatter of crowded streets faded to
a murmur.
If you listened closely, you could
hear the Spirit speak.
You might have heard it in the sermons on "Hear What the Spirit is Saying to the Churches."
You might have heard it in the fellowship while drinking sweet, milky
tea with believers f r o m around the
world.

It didn't matter whether you heard
it in Hindi, English, or some other
language. W h a t mattered for 4,500
Mennonites and Brethren in Christ—
including 3,000 Indians—on Jan. 612 was that Christ united believers in
a divided world.
"Before, we were segregated," said
Jogesh Kumar Asna of Raipur, India.
N o w we have come together, and we
are one."
M.S. John of Boothpur, India, a
young man who wants to be a pastor,
said: " W e are e n j o y i n g
the close friendship. I ' m
very happy with this."
Attendance Summary
People from around
Participants at the 13th Mennonite World
the world e c h o e d that
Conference camefrom the following consentiment. "The people
tinents (figures approximate):
here are so sweet," said
M i w a k o Furuta, a young
North America
950
woman from
Kobe,
200
Asia (outside India)
Japan. "I feel very com200
Europe
fortable."
Latin America
95
About the only reason
Africa
75
for discomfort was CalIndia
3,000
cutta's polluted air, which
caused the worship serTotal
4,520
vices to be accompanied

by a chorus of coughing. Certainly,
no o n e c o u l d c o m p l a i n a b o u t the
warm weather, ideal for a conference
held mostly outdoors.
Worship services every morning
and evening took place under a huge
tent, known as a shamicina, about the
size of two football fields, decorated
in purple and pink. Meals were served
under another shamiana.
Also on the school grounds, the
Global Church Village featured displays from each continent. The displays surrounded a central stage,
where music and drama groups performed each afternoon.
The only activities people had to
go inside for were seminars, held in a
classroom building, and meetings of
the General Council, Peace Council,
and Faith and Life Council, held in a
church on the campus.
M a n y people spent part of their
afternoons touring the city. Sixteen
tours were offered each day. The ones
featuring the work of Mennonite Central Committee and Mother Teresa's
Missionaries of Charity sold out almost immediately.
Evangelical Visitor
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T h i s 13th w o r l d c o n f e r e n c e
didn't happen in only one city. The
week in Calcutta, called Assembly
G a t h e r e d , w a s p r e c e d e d and followed by Assembly Scattered. For
that part of the conference, people
spent three days in one of about 10
cites throughout India and as well
as Nepal and Bangladesh. They visited Mennonite congregations and
places of mission and service work.
Brethren in Christ participants traveled f r o m Calcutta to North Bihar
for the Fourth International Brethren in Christ Fellowship (see a separate report on pp. 12-15).
As the conference ended, M W C
leaders expressed satisfaction with
how well the assembly went.
"It's gone far better than my
f o n d e s t d r e a m s , " said Vern P r e h e i m , an e x e c u t i v e c o m m i t t e e
member f r o m Newton, Kan.
But one goal not fully achieved
was helping people f r o m different
parts of the world give and receive
counsel, said M W C executive secretary L a r r y Miller. "We n e e d e d
something in the structure to help
people talk with each other crossculturally," he said.
The conference was a cause for
excitement and satisfaction in the
Indian Mennonite and Brethren in
March 1997
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Christ churches. It was
also a learning experience, especially for
those who came from
small villages, said executive c o m m i t t e e m e m ber P. B. Arnold.
"When they come
here and find that Menn o n i t e s c o m e f r o m all
o v e r the world, that is
surprising for them," he
said. "We are greatly
honored by the presence
of t h e w o r l d b o d y
here."—Paul Schrag

Above: Some of the 4,500 participants at Mennonite
World Conference enjoying tea outside the shamiana
(visible in the background).
Inset: With a variety of khaki-colored canvas pieces
forming its exterior, the impressive bamboo and canvas shamiana—approximately
the size of two football fields—had a ceiling of pink and purple cloth
and was fully illuminated with fluorescent lights.
Below: Five of the younger delegates to MWC from
India.

Europe Day

Asia Day

Europe Day's theme was "Without Vision, the People Perish." Introducing the day, Ed van Straten of
the Netherlands spoke of the need
to revitalize European churches.
"We see that our numbers are
declining, our spiritual lives are getting tired," he said. "Our testimony
is weak, our voice is not heard. For
many, the church is only a marginal
presence in their lives.
"We in Europe need vision, and
we turn to you [Mennonites around
the world] to help us rediscover
it."—Paul Schrag

What does it mean to live as Christians in the midst of many different religions? This was the question of Asia Day
on Thursday, Jan. 9.
"If Anabaptism started in Europe, and
was spread through North America, it is
in Asia that Anabaptism has been established," said India's J. P. Masih in introducing the day.
Through sermons, in seminars, and
with testimonies, speaker after speaker
said this establishing is being done at
tremendous odds. In all of Asia, Christians represent a very small percent of the
total population. And Anabaptists are just
a small percent of the Christian church
on this continent. The result?
"We are a minority religion,"

The needfor
vision

Living in the
midst of diversity

said Stephen Gonsalvas of India in a
workshop. "But that shouldn't discourage us," he continued. "Jesus himself was
a minority."
Gonsalvas warned, however, that the
sense of being a minority can also be negative. "We can come to feel we are a
minority spiritually," he said.
Without reason. In India, for example,
Christians are known today for operating
some of the best hospitals and schools in
the country.
Many of these were established by
missionaries. "For which we can be
thankful," said Soman Das in another
seminar, "Contributions of Christian Mission in India." But this has also brought
problems for the Christians of India.
"Many Hindus and Muslims in our country today look at Christians as stooges for
the West," Das said.
This perception—and the fact that the

Assembly 13 Schedule

North America Day

A partner among equals
Parent for much of the international
Mennonite family. North America led
Wednesday's sessions as a partner among
equals.
"God used North America as a springboard," India's J. P. Masih noted in his
introduction. On behalf of his compatriots, he characterized the early missionaries as "great champions who left everything to be in our midst."
The d a y ' s three plenary sessions,
m e a n w h i l e , a c k n o w l e d g e d the new
international partnership. They also
demonstrated the new diversity of the
North America scene, where churches
worship on any given Sunday in more
than 40 languages. Worshipers were welcomed in five of these languages: English,
Spanish, German, Cheyenne, and French.
The keynote speakers applied the
day's theme, "Hear and Heed the Living
One," as a universal word to the churches.
Patricia Shelly, a Mennonite Central
Committee volunteer from Kansas, noted
in the morning session that hearing the
JO

Monday, Jan. 6 - Opening Ceremonies
Tuesday, Jan. 7 - Europe Day
Wednesday, Jan. 8 - North America Day
Thursday, Jan. 9 - Asia Day
Friday, Jan. 10 - Africa Day
Saturday, Jan. 7 7 - Latin America Day
Sunday, Jan. 12 - World Day

Word of God and then doing it
is not always the sequence of
faithfulness. Sometimes doing
must precede hearing.
"Isaiah says carrying out the agenda
of God enables us to hear the voice of
God," she said. She pled for a worldwide
church that would love the poor and
oppressed as Jesus did.
Larry Martens, a pastor and educator
from California, said the exhortations of
Christ to the seven churches of Revelation
apply to the contemporary worldwide
church. Some churches face specific pressures more directly than others, but the
struggle with materials, moral compromise, lack of love, doctrinal impurity,
divided loyalties, persecution, and discouragement know no boundaries.
"But in Christ, there is hope for the
unfaithful church," he said.
Stanley Green, president of Mennonite Board of Missions, addressed international relationships more directly. He said
the challenge of Mennonite World Conference in the coming years is to imagine

and create a structure that gives equal
voice to all national churches, not simply
those "with the longest history or most
resources."
Green also warned of the "privatism of
faith" that has taken root in the individualistic culture of the West and is spreading to other corners of the world. "If the
temptation to power was a problem for
first-century Christians, then the challenge of privatism is a danger for Anabaptists in the 20th century," he said.
The programs were spiced with touches of creative expressions, including the
story of Dexter, a homeless man who
took up residence in the church of storyteller Jonathan Larson in Atlanta, Ga.,
and a concert of prayer led by Warren
Hoffman and Michelle Mann, both from
the Elizabethtown, Pa., Brethren in Christ
Church.—Don Ratzlaff

Evangelical Visitor

Among the more popular daily tours of Calcutta was a visit to one of Mother
Teresa's
homes for orphans. Warren Hoffman is one of
this tour's participants learning about the children.

church has received much of its support
from abroad in the past—has also created
a s e n s e of d e p e n d e n c y in the A s i a n
church, Das said.
Theologically speaking, this dependency "is totally wrong," said Indonesia's
M e s a c h K r i s e t y a in a m o r n i n g Bible
study. It is wrong for people of Asia, who
come to believe that "what is coming
from the West is right and what is local is
never considered as worthy."
It is also wrong for the "independents,"
who come to see success in terms of individual achievement and who "are not
really aware that they need other people

to accomplish something," Krisetya said.
He called for an interdependency of
Anabaptists from all continents of the
world. Instead of country-to-country or
business-to-business, both of which have
characterized relationships in the past,
K r i s e t y a called f o r p e o p l e - t o - p e o p l e
encounters. "This is still nonexistent,"
Krisetya said. "The real church is international."
K r i s e t y a a l s o said that f o r m a n y
Anabaptists in Asia today, "to be Christian means to take the risk of being alienated from their own people. They become
strangers in their own land." For this rea-

son they need contacts with Anabaptists
in other continents.
Indeed, the "principalities continue to
try to put the church out of business," said
Pronoy Sarkar of India in a sermon in the
morning service. But, he noted, "no political machine, no self-appointed man can
s t a n d in the w a y of C h r i s t a n d his
church."
In the evening service participants
heard stories of Anabaptists at work in
Singapore, Philippines, Japan, Indonesia,
Nepal, and Taiwan. The theme was also
developed in numerous seminars, ranging from "Applying the Anabaptist Peace
Stance in the Indian Context" to "The
Indonesia M e n n o n i t e C h u r c h Resists
N u c l e a r P o w e r C o n s t r u c t i o n " to
"Women's Empowerment: the Joys and
Struggles Associated with It."—J. Lome
Peachey
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Africa Day

A blaze of joy
"It is interesting to note that Africa is
known as a dark continent when it enjoys
so much sunshine," mused Joram Mbeba
of Tanzania as he introduced the Africa
Day emphasis on Friday.
Mbeba may have been referring mostly to weather conditions when he said it,
but the African delegation brightened the
w e e k ' s p r o g r a m m i n g with a blaze of
enthusiasm, joy and insight.
Shining brightest of all was the rhythm
and spirit of Essengo, the 11-member
choir f r o m Zaire. Prior to Friday, the
group had attracted growing crowds at
daily performances on the center stage of
the Global Village Church.
But Africa, a volatile continent with a
dynamic church, contributed more than
music. During seminar sessions, Bedru
Hussein of Ethiopia explained to a roomful of captivated Caucasians how the Miserete Kristos Church grew from 5,000
members when it was forced by a Marxist regime to go underground in 1982, to
March 1997

50,000 members when it reemerged 10
y e a r s l a t e r . T o d a y , m e m b e r s h i p is
104,000.
In another seminar, Nzash Lumeya of
Zaire pled passionately for keeping evangelism and social ministries together. In
his country, caught in the grip of political
oppression, social unrest and disease, the
church has experienced significant growth
and impact.
Both men served as plenary speakers,
addressing the day's theme: "Christ the
Same, Yesterday, Today and Forever."
In his m o r n i n g m e s s a g e , H u s s e i n

"In Africa, the problem
is not preaching the
Word; the problem is
holiness. When we say
Jesus, yesterday, today
and forever/we must
also walk the way
Jesus walked."
-Enock

Shamapani

warned listeners not to depend on human
institutions and endeavors because, as an
old African saying says, "This too shall
pass away."
"Eventually, the world that we live in
will crumble and only G o d ' s kingdom
will last," Hussein said. "Those who follow Christ are part of this unshakeable
kingdom, and they will withstand the
shaking, sifting and burning."
L u m e y a , in his m i d m o r n i n g Bible
study, called for increased cooperation
a m o n g local c h u r c h e s , n a t i o n s , and
Anabaptist groups, especially in the face
of pressing human need. "The problem
we are facing is the problem of division,"
he said. "Can Mennonites, Mennonite
Brethren, and Brethren in Christ work
together in Africa? Can we take the risk
of putting our resources together?"
During the climatic evening service,
Enoch Shamapani, bishop of the Brethren
in Christ Church of Zambia, challenged
M e n n o n i t e s to personal holiness. "In
Africa, the problem is not preaching the
Word: the problem is holiness," he said.
"When we say 'Jesus, yesterday, today
and forever,' we must also walk the way
Jesus walked."—Don Ratzlajf
9

Latin America Day

Resisting the
violence with
hope
"The land of Latin America is a symbol of God's power and assurance of victory of the Anabaptists faith, even among
impossible circumstances," said India's
J. P. Masih in introducing Latin America
Day on Saturday, Jan. 11.
How is this happening on continent of
violence, death, destruction, and oppression? Through Christian resistance, said
Elizabeth Soto of Puerto Rico in a sermon in the morning worship service. Soto
based her claim on the story of Moses as
outlined in Hebrews 11:23-26.
"Resistance means disobedience," said
Soto, noting that Moses' mother and sister chose to resist Pharaoh's law and keep
the baby boy alive.
"Today, in Latin America, there are
thousands of Christians—lay people, pastors, church leaders, promoters of the
Word, nuns and priests—that have been
tortured and martyred for resisting and

saying no to the economic, political, and
military laws that kill life," Soto said.
Christian resistance also means choosing a lifestyle in the reach of others, Soto
said. She outlines how Moses chose to
identify with his oppressed people rather
than stay with the comforts of Pharaoh's
household.
And Christian resistance means abandoning all. Moses did so to lead this children of Israel out of the exploitation slavery, cruelty and death of the Egyptian system.
"By faith some Christians have chosen
to denounce the injustice of their government." Soto said. For that some have
died. She remembered Jose' Chuquin, a
Colombian Mennonite church leader and
a member of Mennonite World Confere n c e ' s executive committee, who was
gunned down by guerrillas shortly after
M W C ' s 1990 assembly.
Yet even in the midst of death and
oppression, for the Christian there is hope,
said Peter Stucky of Colombia in his
Latin Day evening sermon.
"God's purpose in the world is hope,"
Stucky said. "It is for a social order in
which human beings enjoy well-being in
every way, a human family in peace with
each other and with nature," he said.

Global Sharing Fundf, statement on
MWC/MCC relationships among
General Council actions
CALCUTTA—Mennonite World Conference will begin distributing money
from a $950,000 Global Church Sharing
Fund to African, Asian and Latin American churches this year. Each of the
national c o n f e r e n c e s that belong to
MWC, outside of North America and
Europe, will receive at least $3,000.
The size of the grants will be determined by how many members a conference has. The only requirement is
that the money be used to advance the
work of the church. The bulk of the
fund comes from a $600,000 gift from
Mennonite Central Committee and a
$300,000 gift from Mennonite Mutual
Aid.
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The MWC General Council
approved the distribution of the fund
when it met before the Calcutta Assembly. Payments will begin this summer.

Because God wants hope, God's Spirit helps to bring it to pass.
Stucky told how a group in his country
worked hard to get a conscientious objector clause in Colombia's new constitution in 1989. Resisted at every step by
government officials, the group thought
they had been defeated. To their surprise,
when they read the new constitution, there
were the words, "No one shall be forced
to act against conscience."
"That is the work of God's Spirit—
and it's unstoppable," Stucky said.
"Do you know how many formed the
nucleus of the CO movement in Colombia," he went on. "Eleven."
S t u c k y noted that M e n n o n i t e and
Brethren in Christ number approximately
two hundredths of one percent of the
world's population. With the power of
the Spirit, "can you imagine God working
through a minority this size?" he asked.
Not that there won't be tremendous
opposition. Stucky reported that the day
he left for India 1997, the intelligence
section of the Colombia national police
working against terrorism had visited the
seminary where he teaches, with orders to
close it down, apparently because of the
seminary's work in peacemaking.— J.
Lome Peachey

The fund will be divided in the following way:
• $600,000 for distribution to Asian,
African and Latin American churches;
• $95,000 for a Gifts Sharing Project,
whose purpose is "exchanging human
resources and strengthening relationships
between member churches";
• $200,000 to be placed in an endowment; and

M W C e x e c u t i v e secretary Larry
M i l l e r said the S h a r i n g F u n d w a s
unique a m o n g w o r l d w i d e Christian
bodies. "It's attracting attention in other
Christian world communities," he said.
" I t ' s being observed to see if it's a
worthwhile experiment."

• $55,000 for administration of the
fund.
The fund will be distributed in two
phases, the first in 1997 and the second in
1999 or 2000. The second phase will
begin after churches give reports on how
the funds have been used.

One of the fund's purposes, according to the General Council proposal, is
"to transfer money and decision-making
power from churches who have more
to churches who have less."

The General Council also approved a
statement of mutual expectations between
M W C and Mennonite Central Committee. The statement is based on the idea
that M C C and M W C can complement
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Sunday morning

Conference
wrap-up

If the Spirit was s p e a k i n g to the
churches at Calcutta, the job of those who
addressed the Sunday morning worship
service was to sum up what it had said.
Their consensus seemed to be that one
message from the Spirit was: The nonWestern churches have come of age.
Learn from them.
"Yes, we are young," said Charles
Christano of Indonesia, a former Mennonite World Conference president, in his
closing sermon. "We are weak. We are
poor. But the Lord of the church says we
are great." It might be time to turn the
missionary tradition around, Christano
said. "Might it be time for those of us in

"When it has been impossible
to talk, we have shared the
language of love. In our
hearts we have been united."
-Doris

Dube

each other in serving the worldwide
church.
"Mennonite World Conference is a
global structure but has very little
infrastructure," Miller said. "We can
develop visions but are short on implementation possibilities."
MCC has the infrastructure—"a
network of staff and relationships both
with Mennonite and Brethren in Christ
churches and beyond, which can be
offered as a resource to the global family of churches," according to the statement.
The statement is a "recognition that
we [MCC and MWC] are compatible,"
Miller said. "Let's recognize our interdependence."
The General Council also elected a
new president, Mesach Krisetya of
Indonesia, and a new vice president,
Bedru Hussein of Ethiopia.—Paul
Schrag

Activities

in the Global Church Village gave many opportunities

the emerging churches to go to the West
and the North?" he asked.
Myron Augsburger, a U.S. Mennonite
evangelist, was one of two speakers
assigned to tell what they thought the
Spirit had said. His list of messages from
the Spirit included evangelism, "go into a
world of many cultures and religions and
lift Jesus higher," and mutuality and
equality.
"I believe the vitality of the church has
shifted from the West to the East," Augsburger said. "We need you to help keep us
from losing our souls.... We are now a
global community."
The other speaker asked to discern the
Spirit's message was Doris Dube, from
the Brethren in Christ Church in Zimbabwe. She said the words heard at the conference needed to bear fruit in action. She
also praised the conference's unity and
fellowship. "When it has been impossible
to talk, we have shared the language of
love," she said. "In our hearts we have
been united."
MWC executive secretary Larry Miller
read a "Letter from Calcutta" approved by
the M W C e x e c u t i v e c o m m i t t e e and
addressed to Anabaptist congregations
around the world.
Among its statements were: "We have
witnessed rich variety represented by
more than 4,000 persons [from] many
tribes, languages and cultures. We treasure our differences. May God's creative
beauty shine through the patterns, colors
and traditions enlivening our assembly,
which for the first time had more brown
faces than white.
"We have felt divisions and broken
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for mingling among

cultures.

relationships that mar our fellowship. Let
us turn from our arrogant claims to position and power, letting the mind of the
Suffering Servant be our pattern. Let us
be reconciled so that with integrity we
may be m i n i s t e r s of r e c o n c i l i a t i o n
through Christ's love, the world's hope.
"We confess our idols of possessions,
politics and cultural heritage. Let us turn
away from all that detracts from godly
worship, turning to Jesus.... Let us live
our faith in a way that pervades all of life.

"Let us turn from our
arrogant claims to position and power, letting
the mind of the Suffering
Servant be our pattern."
-Letterfrom

Calcutta

Let us be brave enough to live our faith so
that we may be brave enough to suffer
for our faith."
The conference concluded with communion. Leading in the serving of the
bread and cup were the outgoing MWC
president, Raul Garcia of Argentina, and
the incoming president, Mesach Krisetya
of Indonesia.—Paul Schrag
Coverage of the 13 th Assembly of Mennonite
World Conferece was provided by three Meetinghouse editors: Paul Schrag, editor of Mennonite Weekly Review; J. Lome Peachey, editor of Gospel Herald; and Don Ratzlajf, editor
of T h e Christian L e a d e r . Photos by Glen
Pierce.
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Left: Delegates from Latin America lead a time
of worship on Friday.
Right: Delegates gathered for the obligatory
group picture.

Fourth
International
Brethren in Christ
Fellowship

Brethren in Christ
gather at Purnea
§ \

brightly-colored w e l c o m i n g
banner and a newly-conM ft s t r u c t e d c h u r c h b u i l d i n g
g r e e t e d d e l e g a t e s to the F o u r t h
International Brethren in Christ Fell o w s h i p , h e l d Jan. 14-19, 1997, at
P u r n e a , N o r t h Bihar, India. F o r t y eight international g u e s t s f r o m ten
countries joined nearly 30 Brethren
in Christ from India for the seven-day
event, which was organized around
the theme, "Jesus Christ."
In addition to Brethren in Christ
f r o m the Indian states of Bihar and
Orissa, representatives came from
C a n a d a (4), H o n d u r a s (1), M a l a w i
(1), Nepal (5), Nicaragua (2), United
States (23), Venezuela (1), Z a m b i a
JO

(4), and Z i m b a b w e (6). N o Brethren
in Christ were present from Colombia, C u b a , E n g l a n d , J a p a n , S p a i n ,
South Africa, or Thailand, and several persons voiced the sense of loss at
their absence.
This marked the first time that such
an international meeting of Brethren
in Christ was hosted by a non-North
American conference. The first
i n t e r n a t i o n a l m e e t i n g w a s held at
Grantham following General Conference in 1978. In 1984, the group met
in Haguenau, France, preceding Mennonite World Conference which met
in Strasbourg. Niagara Christian College was the site for the Third International Brethren in Christ Fellowship

in
1990,
which preceded Mennonite
World Conference Assembly 12, held in
Winnipeg.
T h e Indian
brothers and
sisters did an
excellent job
of hosting the
event, literally
working up to the last minute putting
finishing touches on the new church
facilities at Purnea. They chartered a
bus and met the group of international delegates which had traveled by
Evangelical Visitor
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train f r o m Calcutta to Katihar. The
church arranged for most of the delegates to stay at Hotel Sanjay in Purnea. Each morning after breakfast at
t h e h o t e l , w e w e r e b u s s e d to t h e
Purnea church—about two kilometers
outside of t o w n — f o r plenary sessions
and workshops. The cooks f r o m the

hotel catered lunch and dinner for the
group at the church.

g \

parade of banners from each
country and an 18-voice IndiM
B an youth choir started the fell o w s h i p activities at 5:30 T u e s d a y

evening. Jack M c C l a n e brought the
introductory m e s s a g e , f o c u s i n g on
Jesus Christ as "the great and central
fact of all history and reality.... He
stands a l o n e as the sole authority,
supreme and final."
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
followed essentially a similar format:

Above: The new church building
at Purnea (see front cover).
Right: The main street of Purnea,
taken from the roof of Hotel Sanjay. The Purnea church is on this
road, just outside of town.
March 1997
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Right: Jack McClaine (second
from left) with the delegates from
Orissa. Due to a scheduling conflict, the Orissa delegation was
unable to stay for the entire week.
Below: Morning and afternoon tea
times in the courtyard. Meals were
served in the covered panda! in
the background.

After morning tea on Wednesday,
Bijoy Roul (Orissa, India) spoke on
"Jesus Christ—His Gift of the Spirit." Referring to 1 Corinthians 12 and
Romans 12, he identified a number of
gifts of the Spirit and pointed out the
importance of believers using the gifts
the Holy Spirit has given for the work
of ministry. "If sufficient qualified
workers seem to be missing from the
L o r d ' s w o r k , b l a m e c a n n o t b e attributed to the Holy Spirit, but to those
who neglect or resist Him.... Unused
gifts squander the grace of God."

o n e o r t w o t h e m e s e r m o n s in the
morning, followed by tea and group
discussion; an afternoon workshop;
and a late afternoon session of music
and reports given by various country
representatives. Wednesday afternoon
featured reports f r o m Malawi, Zambia, and Z i m b a b w e . Thursday aftern o o n h i g h l i g h t e d d e v e l o p m e n t s in
Bihar, Orissa, and Nepal. On Friday
afternoon, representatives f r o m Honduras, M e x i c o , N i c a r a g u a , and
Venezuela gave reports.
A f t e r dinner each evening at 7:00
p . m . , d e l e g a t e s r e t u r n e d to t h e i r
h o m e s or the hotel for the night.
JO

Theme presentations
In his sermon on Wednesday, Jose
Otamendi (Venezuela) addressed the
t h e m e , " J e s u s C h r i s t — L o r d of the
Church." He listed several problems
confronting the church today: "roots
of bitterness," "passion for prestige,"
"venerated idiosyncracies," "rampant
m a t e r i a l i s m , " and " r e d u c i n g ] the
reality of Christ to an eating bread
and drinking wine [or] a mere liturgical r e a d i n g of w o r d s . " H e a s k e d ,
" W h a t are w e B r e t h r e n in C h r i s t
doing about this?... Are we stopping
t h i s in o u r c h u r c h e s , ' m i s s i o n a r y
fields,' and conferences?"

On Thursday morning, Enock
Shamapani (Zambia) spoke on "Jesus
Christ—Servant Leader." He linked
the process of a slave having his ear
pierced as a sign of his decision to
remain in service to his master (Exodus 21:1-6) to the servant nature of
Christ, w h o was nailed to the cross,
and to our call to be servants of God.
He noted that before he was chosen as
bishop, he had a wrong concept of the
office. "In ten years, I ' v e learned that
a b i s h o p is a ' j a c k - o f - a l l - t r a d e s . '
When others are sleeping, that's when
you are thinking about the needs of
people. W h e n others are 'recreating,'
that's when you are writing a sermon.
In the middle of the night, the call
comes that someone has died, and you
must go."
The fourth theme sermon, "Jesus
Evangelical Visitor

Jose Otamendi (left) and Warren Hoffman perform an impromptu duet on the
train back to Calcutta, singing one of
the Spanish songs in the Mennonite
World Conference songbook. (No word
at press time as to when they plan to
release their first CD.)
gjjI

C h r i s t — L i v i n g as His B o d y , " w a s
given by Ephraim Disi (Malawi) on
Friday morning. He paraphrased
1 Corinthians 12:13-14: "For we were
all b a p t i z e d in o n e spirit into o n e
b o d y — w h e t h e r J e w s or G r e e k s ,
Hindu or Chewa, American or Ndeb e l e — w e were all given the one spirit to drink.... The body is not made
up of one part, but of many." Asking
delegates to look around the auditorium, he noted that "no matter how different f r o m one another the body
m e m b e r s are, they are o r g a n i c a l l y
related, and to constitute their oneness, they must co-exist and be dependent upon one another."
Workshops and small groups
T h e W e d n e s d a y afternoon workshop focused on " M o d e s of Church
Planting Internationally." Reports
were given by Besilina M o y o (Zimbabwe), Jose Leon Herrera (Honduras), Ephraim Disi (Malawi),
Agustin M o n g e Flores (Nicaragua),
Dennis Mweetwa (Zambia), Jose Otamendi (Venezuela), and Manuel Garcia ( M e x i c o ) . H a r v e y Sider (North
A m e r i c a ) and S h e m Lai H e m b r o m
(Nepal) addressed principles of stewa r d s h i p in the T h u r s d a y a f t e r n o o n
workshop. A n d on Friday afternoon,
Jake Shenk (Zimbabwe) and Warren
H o f f m a n (North America) led a workshop on "Organizing the Church."
Several times throughout the week
t h e l a r g e r g r o u p w a s d i v i d e d into
small clusters to discuss t h e m e sermons and to pray for concerns which
had been identified. A number of delegates remarked that this opportunity
for small group interaction was a
highlight of the week.
Jack M c C l a n e and Bishop Shamapani led the group in a c o m m u n i o n
service Friday afternoon. Delegates
March 1997

were invited to share portions of bread
taken f r o m one large loaf with several other persons in the group, which
p r o v i d e d the o c c a s i o n f o r s h a r i n g
words of gratitude and encouragement
with old and new friends f r o m other
cultures.
Weekend activities
N o s e s s i o n s w e r e h e l d at t h e
church on Saturday. Instead, delegates
h a d t h e o p p o r t u n i t y on S a t u r d a y
morning to visit the variety of shops
in the Purnea bazaar adjacent to the
Hotel Sanjay, purchasing shawls,
table cloths, and other souvenirs of
their visit to India. Then in the afternoon, several ministry groups were
formed to visit nearby villages, while
another group of five traveled to Banmankhi and a visit with Orpha Anthony, a "Bible w o m a n " who preaches at
the Banmankhi church.
Sunday morning found the group
gathered again at the Purnea church
for a final worship service, which featured special music by young people
from the Indian church and a message
by Warren H o f f m a n . Several congregational songs were sung simultaneously in Hindi, Santal, and English.
Although it wasn't a formal dedication of the facilities, Jack McClane
noted that the prayer hall (the term

used to refer to the new church building) and the food pandal (or shelter)
had been built with funds contributed
by Charles and Kathryn Engle, former missionaries to India. An offering
was taken to help complete the building project (some details, such as the
second floor doors and windows, and
the electrical wiring, had not been
completed).
Everyone was invited to stay for
the noon meal—IBICF participants as
w e l l as the local p e o p l e w h o had
c o m e f o r Sunday morning worship
s e r v i c e . T h e c o o k had t o p p e d the
large bowl of rice with an airplane
design, in recognition of the international guests who would soon be leaving P u r n e a . A f t e r l u n c h c a m e the
farewells—an extended time of sharing, particularly for those w h o had
served as missionaries in India. Finally, it was time to leave—by chartered
bus to the train station at Katihar, then
another overnight train to Calcutta
and its airport—challenged by images
of India and encouraged by the great
Christian fellowship enjoyed there.

Report and photos by Glen Pierce, with
additional photos by Erma Sider.
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Nellie Mlotshwa

The woman who
radiates
peace

by Doris Dube
MAYEZANE, ZIMBABWE—The
rising bell broke the silence of dawn.
Soon there was lots of activity. Everyone
including the babies got out of bed and
headed for the family room. Many stifled
a yawn or rubbed their sleepy eyes.
Finding a comfortable position, everyone settled down. As songs were started,
everyone sang heartily because the songs
were well known. All the stanzas were
imprinted in the people's hearts. After the
singing, Nellie and the other children took
their turns in reciting memory verses from
the Bible. Most of them could not even
read. Little Nellie at five-and-a-half years
was just about the height of the dining
room table. The night before, she had
hung onto that table as her father had
taught the children the verses. After the
recitation of the verses there was Scripture reading. Father gave the lesson for
the day. After much fervent prayer the
family dismissed and all went to do their
respective jobs. It was a disciplined life.
The routine was army-style rigid, yet it
molded Nellie into the woman she is now.
Nellie belonged to a family of five
children. She can't recall how old she was
when her world caved in, but she remembers the pain. She was too young to see it
coming. One day she belonged to a family unit. The next she was tossed about in
that terrible situation caused when parents separate. Her parents had decided
that they couldn't live together anymore.
For a little while after that, Nellie
found herself living with her maternal
grandmother. When she was about age
five, her father redeemed the children by
paying what was traditionally required of
him. Then started a long, difficult period
in her life. Thus we meet her living in her
father's home under the above-described
conditions, which bordered on army discipline.
JO

In d e s c r i b i n g
those years, Nellie
s a y s t h a t all she
k n o w s and believes was taught
to her at a tender
Nellie
age. Nellie's father
was very religious.
He was a great teacher. In his village
everyone had to start the day at 5:30 by
m e e t i n g G o d and l e a r n i n g f r o m His
Word. Every member of the family had to
take part in this act of worship. This
extended family was made up of 17 children plus a number of adults. By then
Nellie had a stepmother. If any member
of the family failed in his or her assignments, that person was punished. If anyone was late for prayers he or she was
disciplined.
N e l l i e r e c o u n t s h o w she a n d h e r
cousin Selina Mafu were once made to
sit facing each other in a slight drizzle
because they had neglected to learn their
memory verses. Now that she is an adult,
she appreciates that her father taught her
the principles of life as well as goal setting, though at the time it seemed like
tyranny.
Nellie gave herself to Jesus at age
seven. One day she prayed, "Lord, if you
help me to meet my real mother, then 1
will give you the whole of my life." That
wish was granted and Nellie kept her part
of the bargain.
Nellie went to school and eventually
became a school teacher. Because her
early life had been so bruised by the
breakup of her parents' marriage, she
prayed for God's choice when her time to
marry came. She prayed to God to give
her someone who would be true to God
and respect the marriage vows.
Into her life came a young man named
Peter Mongameli Mlotshwa. He was a

and her late husband, Peter. (Photo from
the 1977-79 Missions Photo Album.)
jeweller by trade. For years he had been
working in South Africa. Many people
had misgivings about someone who had
once lived in South Africa. Even some
Christians did not approve of the match.
However, Nellie and Peter believed that
they were made for each other. In 1959
they got married and went to live in
Harare, where both worked. B e c a u s e
there was no Brethren in Christ Church in
that place, they f e l l o w s h i p p e d at the
Church of Christ. Peter even preached an
occasional sermon.
L i f e was w o n d e r f u l . G o d b l e s s e d
them. Together they were very happy.
The children started coming. God blessed
them materially. They had bought some
good farming land and now owned a grocery store in their home area. By human
standards they were living a good life.
They were faithful Christians, but had
never considered full-time service.
In the peace and quiet of such a life,
God started dealing with them. Peter
would read his Bible at every opportunity. Sometimes Nellie would wake up to
find him reading his Bible right into the
long night. Eventually he went to Bible
school. Then he and Nellie found themselves called to a full-time ministry in service to God. They sold their land and
rented their shop because they did not
want divided minds while serving the
Lord.
From then on they served the church
as they were called. S o m e t i m e s this
meant times of separation. At other times
Evangelical Visitor
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Annual Report

Working
for a
w o r l d of
enough
for all

Mennonite
Central
Committee

Give
me

neither poverty nor
riches; feed me with
the food that I need"
(Prov. 30:8b).

"MCC seeks to demonstrate God's
love through committed women and
men who work among people suffering from poverty, conflict, oppression
and natural disaster. M C C serves as
a channel for interchange between
churches and community groups
where we work and the North
American churches who send us, so
that all may grow and be transformed." (from MCC's Mission
Statement)
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Child in Sudan. MCC photo by Howard Zehr.
Bread for sale at MCC Relief Sale. MCC photo by Heidi Thomsen.
On the cover: Pictured is Ganame Wendkouni who works on dam construction in
Djibo, Burkina Faso, with MCC worker Steve Guether. MCC photo by Howard Zehr.
Center spread: Watering kale plants at dusk preserves precious moisture for this
Brazilian farmer. MCC photo by Mark Beach.
a Common Place is published by MCC, a relief, service and community development agency that strives for peace, justice and the dignity of all people by sharing
its experiences, resources and faith in Jesus Christ. Our point of view is shaped by
the Mennonite and Brethren in Christ faith tradition and some 900 workers serving
in 50 countries in food production, health, education, job creation, refugee assistance and conciliation. MCC is sponsored by the Mennonite and Brethren in Christ
churches in North America.

We're engaged in a "divine interchange"

by Ronald J. R. Mathies
M C C Executive Director

Mennonite Central Committee in 1996 continued to be an
agent of divine interchange—and to work for a world of
enough for all.
War and violence plagued many places we worked.
The Great Lakes region of Africa was the focus of both
M C C program efforts and media coverage. M C C workers
in Burundi and eastern Zaire were forced to evacuate periodically. At the end of the year the human tragedy was of
immense proportions. M C C , together with the Mennonite
churches of Zaire and mission boards working there,
called our churches to a day of prayer on December 1.
Peacebuilding, food shipments and collection of blankets
contributed to the sharing of sustenance and security.
M C C also responded to ongoing turmoil in Serbia,
Croatia and Bosnia with peace education and relief supplies. The Christmas "Share" project sent 6,402 food
boxes to our partner, Bread of Life, in Serbia. Many North
American churches, families, schools and community
groups gathered food so that others might have "something," even though still "too little."
Too much insecurity and the fear of invasion in Gaza
and the West Bank in September resulted in invitations by
Palestinian partners for delegations to see first-hand how
peace efforts were being thwarted. Staff from the Ottawa
and Washington offices travelled to the region and have
since advocated for peace in their respective capitals.
M C C U.S. took significant steps this year to implement "Broadening the Vision"—an effort to address hatred
and discord among people of different races and ethnicities
in the United States. Plans were set in motion to establish a
new service program in Philadelphia to attract participation across broad racial and ethnic lines. Eight staff also
completed the "Damascus Road" training program for dismantling racism in institutions. The Racism Awareness
Program and Mennonite Disaster Service cooperated in the
"Ribbon of H o p e " campaign to support African-American
and other congregations whose churches were destroyed
by arsonists.
Conflict resolution work across Canada continued
to grow—along with interest in the foundational concept
of restorative justice, which focuses on crime's harms
rather than the rules broken. Community-based mediation
agencies in British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan,

Ronald J. R. Mathies. MCC photo by Tony Siemens.

Manitoba, Ontario, Labrador and New Brunswick form a
network of MCC-related efforts. M C C supporters in
Canada raised more than $11 million Cdn./$8.1 million
U.S. for the work of MCC—through donations, and by
working in thrift stores, relief sales and in other ways.
Through the Canadian Foodgrains Bank M C C was able to
send another $10 million Cdn./$7.4 million U.S. worth of
food.
Hundreds of workers, thousands of volunteers and
many more supporters in Mennonite and Brethren in
Christ churches and beyond enable M C C to continue this
work, "In the name of Christ." •

"Food is a gift to be shared. Action that
seeks to make an adequate diet available
to all people is a witness to God's love
and grace" (MCC food policy).
In 1996 MCC supplied the following to
some 30 countries:
food
12,791 metric tons valued at
$12 million Cdn./$8.8 million U.S.
(including 6,402 food boxes sent to the
Former Yugoslavia)
clothes/bedding valued at
$2.2 million Cdn./$1.6 million U.S.
medical supplies valued at
$334,870 Cdn./$244,455 U.S.
school supplies valued at
$871,700Cdn./$636,342 U.S.
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enough
"Let the favor of the Lord our God
be upon us, and prosper for us the
work of our hands" (Ps. 90:17).

Maria Elena Poma de Lopez creates a
kaleidoscope of colorful brushes—10 to
15 dozen a week—in a rickety lean-to in
her backyard in Santa Cruz, Bolivia.
Maria, prime supporter of her six children ages 8 months to 17, is one of
some 20 individuals—mostly women
with children and few job opportunities—that MCC workers have helped to
start small businesses. Maria learned
how to make brushes three years ago.
An MCC worker helps her with
accounting and marketing. MCC photo
by Mark Beach.
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"Wow!
That's not much to make a real difference in her life," I
thought as I read about MCC's income generation work in
Bolivia. Money I might spend on a pair of winter boots,
invested in a business idea of an impoverished Bolivian
woman, has the power to turn her life around.
When deciding how to share a windfall, my spouse
and I remembered the article in "a Common Place." We
like how a mustard seed investment can grow and grow.
We appreciate the human touch M C C workers add to a
simple business loan. We value the gift's longevity—it benefits the recipient for life, and when the loan is repaid it
can similarly help someone else.
Much of our wealth comes from the fluke of being
born into a society with capital. We've long wanted to
share capital with someone in the two-thirds world; this
project helped us do it. Thanks.
—comments from M C C supporters •

Job creation and economic develop-

Overseas MCC's job creation/income

ment are increasingly significant

generation efforts seek to improve

parts of M C C ' s work. Growth of the

the situation of the "losers".

global economy has created winners

Sometimes this means helping rural

and losers—concentrating wealth,

people generate income so they can

land and business opportunities in

stay in their homes. In other cases

the hands of relatively few people.

M C C also works with those on the

Those without access to the global

fringes of urban centers, helping peo-

economy, many of t h e m w o m e n , face

ple establish viable businesses. In

an increasingly desperate situation.

Canada, M C C creates employment

More and more people are moving to

for people who, for various reasons,

urban areas, seeking jobs that can-

have trouble finding and keeping

not be filled by unskilled people.

jobs.

New jobs in Canada
"We want to be in solidarity with people who are poor in
foreign countries and we want to be in solidarity with people who are denied opportunity in our own country."
—Garry Loewen, Employment Concerns Director
for M C C Manitoba
Despite an improving economy, unemployment in Canada
remains a chronic problem, hovering around 10 percent
this past year. M C C is helping create jobs, particularly for
the disadvantaged.
M C C Canada is a partner in a tire recycling
company that will create more than 100 jobs in the economically depressed Atlantic provinces. The first recycling
plant was up and running in early 1997.
In March 1996 M C C Manitoba entered into an
agreement with the Province of Manitoba to help welfare
recipients find work. The goal is to place some 250 people
in full-time work over a two-year period.
A number of young people in British Columbia
(B.C.) are gaining valuable on-the-job training and work
experience through MCC-coordinated projects with an
environmental focus: trail building, stream cleaning and
tree planting. Other recent M C C B.C. employment initiatives include job training programs for abuse survivors and
welfare recipients.
M C C Alberta has seen considerable growth in its employment
development efforts over the past
year. It now offers three programs:
self-employment for low income
people, job training for immigrants, and training for youth. •

On-the-job training in British
Columbia has an environmental
focus. MCC photo by G. Bruce
Hildebrand.

Chopping water hyacinth
weeds is the first step to
an income for this
Bangladeshi woman. MCC
photo by Pearl Sensenig.

Creating work from weeds
" N o w I can support myself and I don't have to depend on
anyone else," says Sitara Begum, taking a rare moment to
rest in the doorway of her home. Toiling from dawn to
dusk, Sitara cares for her daughter, milks her cows, cooks
and cleans—and daily crafts about 60 sheets of paper in
her "spare" time.
Many rural Bangladeshi women in Sitara's situation—a woman abandoned by her husband—must resort
to begging. But Sitara is able to provide for herself, her
child and her mother because of Biborton, an M C C job
creation program.
Sitara collects water hyacinth, a purple-flowered
weed that clogs her village's canals. She strips off the flowers and leaves, then chops, boils and mashes the fibrous
stems. From the pulp she makes paper.
Over the past five years, M C C workers have
researched ways to develop products from water hyacinth,
using common household equipment and no electricity.
They finally refined a process that produces export quality
paper, now being sold in North America through Ten
Thousand Villages (formerly SELFHELP Crafts of the
World). Today 18 women earn income by making paper
through Biborton. •
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enough

peace

"Those who desire life... let them
turn away from evil and do good; let
them seek peace and pursue it"
(from I Peter 3:10-11).

Christ's call to peacemaking is central
to MCC's work. Workers seek to listen
to the voices of peace, learn from
indigenous responses and empower
those working for positive change. In
1996 MCC has worked for peace by
assisting war victims, by reconstructing
following wars, by seeking to alleviate
conditions causing conflict and by
bringing people together across lines of
conflict. Peacemaking can also prevent
many devastating effects of war such
as hunger, displacement and the breakdown of agriculture, medical and other
community systems. Assisting
refugees, who are the victims of war,
requires much of MCC's resources—
58 percent of food assistance, for
example. In North America, workers
mediate conflict and teach mediation
skills. Commitment to peace translates
into many involvements—through workers who "seek peace and pursue it."
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Demonstrating love
( q "enomies" in Iraq

Every Friday Tahrir Square in
Baghdad, Iraq, turns into a flea market—but with a serious air most
Mother with a
North American shoppers wouldn't
newborn in Mosul,
recognize. People are hawking their
Iraq. Many come
belongings so they can buy food.
to
the hospital
"Extras" have already been sold—
empty-handed,
now people are parting with those
with no supplies
items closest to their hearts. A young
for their babies.
musician implores passersby to purPhoto courtesy of
chase his record collection. Children
Michael Nahhal.
sell their toys. A man sells his showersize gas water heater. Hearing aids,
eight or 10 of them, are for sale in a
glass case.
People in Iraq continue to struggle under international sanctions, imposed in 1990 before the Persian Gulf
War to punish Iraq for invading Kuwait. But those most
adversely affected are Iraqi children born since then—a
half million children under 5 are estimated to have died
due to poor nutrition and inadequate medical care.
M C C demonstrates love to Iraqi people, who are
labeled "enemies" by many. Despite delays in approval
from the United Nations, in 1996 M C C was able to send
comforters, canned meat and school kits to Iraq—most
supplies went to children. As well, M C C has begun recruiting pediatric surgeons to serve on short-term medical
teams to Iraq. •

On the move
"When soldiers arrived in our compound, people began
screaming and running. Two sons were with me. We
grabbed a few things and followed the crowd. I didn't
know where my wife and other seven children were,"
recounts Jonathan, a Rwandan forced to flee to Zaire.
Stories of killings, separated families, lost children
and terror-filled flights from war zones have been repeated
throughout central Africa in 1996, as in previous years.
Some refugees, like Jonathan, were reunited with their
families. Others are alone, haunted by the violence they
have witnessed, uprooted from all that is familiar.
M C C tries to provide healing amidst the tremendous
pain in this region. In Burundi, where violence continues to
drive people from their homes, workers arrange meetings
between Hutu and Tutsi church leaders. M C C also supports trauma healing workshops for women to share their
stories and pray together. And M C C workers helped organize peace workshops in the Rwandan refugee camps in
Zaire. By the end of 1996 most Rwandans returned home,
although an unknown number remain in Zaire.
Canadian farmers' donations to the Canadian
Foodgrains Bank enabled M C C to share food valued at
nearly $5.5 million Cdn./$4 million U.S. in the region in
1996. Families, individuals and church groups throughout
N o r t h America also donated thousands of blankets for
needy people in Zaire. M C C photo by Dave Klassen. •

The following is from a letter sent by recipients of M C C
"refugee kits" in Belgrade, Serbia:

Dear friends,
Many miles separate us, but only physically while
love, spirit and goodwill ties us together. All you are
doing is a kind deed toward us who are in a stage of
personal desolation and uncertainty, full of disappointment and bitterness.
For good people, the world is small. You showed
us that. You did not ask for a meeting, did not select us
because of religion, nationality
or race. Your heart and soul had
only one desire: to help those
caught in a tragedy. We have
faith in God because we are
with him always. We believe
that one day we will live normally, have our home, food and
freedom, and meet all our needs
through normal work.
We are grateful for everything you are doing to help us in
these difficult
moments.
Love from our family,
Vladimira Spasojevia
In 1996 M C C sent 4,664 "refugee kits," (boxes of
hygiene supplies) and 6,402 food boxes to Bread of
Life, an agency assisting refugees in Belgrade. M C C
workers also participated in "Hope for the Balkans," a
conference sponsored by the Serbian Evangelical
Conference that promoted unity among the region's
evangelical churches. Each conference delegate received
a postcard version of an M C C poster, "A modest proposal for peace." M C C photo, by Kevin King, of
refugees receiving M C C comforters. •
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The earth is the Lords and all that is in it" (Ps. 24:1)

"The earth is the Lord's
and all that is in it" (Ps. 24:1).

Exchange has "opened the world"
Djibrine Banatine, above, directs a Bible school for church
leaders in Bitkine, a village bordering the Sahara Desert in
Chad. His strong commitment to the church has been bolstered by the new perspective he gained during a year in
North America with MCC's International Visitor
Exchange Program (IVEP).
"IVEP opened for me what the world looks like,"
says Djibrine. "I have learned not only America's culture
but also the culture of the whole world by sharing with
other [participants from Africa, Asia, Latin America,
Europe and the Middle East]. I did not imagine that everywhere the church is the same and doing its work to unify
the membership," he wrote after his term.
Chadian churches have also hosted 12 North
American young people through MCC's SALT (Serving
and Learning Together) program, one of whom was baptized in the Chadian church.
"The best part of this exchange is having someone
be a part of our society, sharing common ground, sharing
Christian fellowship," said pastor Abel Ndjerareou, whose
vision inspired the exchange.
Djibrine has returned to his community with
renewed energy. As well as training church leaders, he is a
pastor and organizes youth Bible camps.
Six other former IVEP participants, who now live in
N'Djamena, Chad's capital, have started a library for students called, Centre Fraternite (Brotherhood Center). In a
country where books are scarce, the library is a valuable
resource. M C C photo by Pearl Sensenig. •
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Sharing love and learning with children
Becky Cheng, above left, and Catherine Leung, members
of Love Truth Mennonite Church in Philadelphia, Pa.,
turned their skills, education and love of children into a
unique learning experience in the summer of 1996. Part of
the M C C U.S. Summer Service Program, Leung and
Cheng, who are studying mathematics and social work,
both at Philadelphia's Temple University, developed curriculum and planned activities for a 10-week children's
program.
"We emphasize cooperation, life skills and organizational skills," says Leung of the program held in the
church's basement. Activities included cooperative games,
cooking, cleaning and folding clothes. "We also encourage
respect for parents," says Cheng.
Many of the children, recent immigrants to the
United States, now attend Saturday Chinese language classes at Love Truth. Leung and Cheng also plan to start a
children's choir and fellowship for them. Summer Service is
a program in which participants from Asian/Pacific
Islander, Native American, Hispanic and African-American
communities serve in their churches and neighborhoods.
M C C photo by Howard Zehr. •

A study in
concentration—
four-year-old
Camila with MCC
physical therapist
Anita Eisenbeis.
MCC photo by
Mark Beach.

I can do it!

Much of MCC's work strengthens local
churches, schools and other institutions in communities suffering from
poverty, conflict, oppression and natural disaster. The goal is always to
encourage long-term growth and selfsufficiency. Sometimes this means
MCC workers advocate on behalf of
people with few opportunities. MCC
also believes learning is a two-way
street. North American workers return
home with insights gained through living in a new culture, and international
visitors to North America take their
experiences back to their home communities. This leads to growth and
transformation for many.

Four-year-old Camila is a study in
concentration as she struggles to grasp
each of the 10 cups and stack them
on her other side — an exercise to
improve coordination and muscle
control. Helped by M C C physical
therapist Anita Eisenbeis, Camila successfully completes the task and lights
the room with an extra-bright smile.
Many families in Brazil's impoverished northeast can barely provide
for healthy children let alone for those
children born with physical or mental
_______
disabilities.
When Camila's mother, Maria, noted
her daughter's delayed development,
she took her to two doctors in their town, Gravata, located
just west of Recife. One simply told Maria that Camila
was an invalid who would never walk. Another cited a
lack of vitamins.
Dissatisfied with these explanations, Maria took
Camila to a specialist in Recife. There she learned Camila
had cerebral palsy, caused by a lack of oxygen during her
traumatic, prolonged birth. "The word 'cerebral palsy'
almost killed me inside," Maria relates.
Fortunately, Maria found help and support right in
her own town, through SERC, a rehabilitation center built
by parents of children with disabilities. N o w Camila is
among 40 children who receive physical, speech, sensory
and occupational therapy daily.
Maria has seen her daughter progress. "She has
become sturdier. She's not so limp anymore," she says.
Some day Camila may even walk.
M C C has assisted SERC since 1991 with grants
and more recently, the placement of Anita as a physical
therapist. M C C will continue its support through the
Global Family sponsorship program. M C C photo by
Mark Beach. •
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"Ifyau

offer your food to the
hungry and satisfy the
needs of the afflicted,
your light shall rise in the
darkness and your gloom
will become like noonday" (Isaiah 58:10).

Honduras

Darker areas on
this map indicate
countries where
MCC workers
served in 1996.

Servant leaders needed
for meeting human needs
by Dwight J. McFadden Jr., Personnel Services Director

M C C is looking for servant leaders—those who seek to
give of themselves on behalf of the hungry and minister to
the needs of the oppressed. God calls us to be servants, to
maintain justice and to do what is right. Responding to
Isaiah's call to feed the hungry is a genuine practice of
righteousness.
Thirty-five Christian relief and development agencies
from around the world met in Oxford, England, June 20
to 23,1996, to consider their goals for the 21st century.
They discussed how to address the human needs arising
from overpopulation, lack of stewardship of natural
resources, and pollution of air, land and water. They identified an increase in poverty, abuse of human rights of
indigenous people and reduction of biodiversity as issues
needing urgent attention.
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MCC photos (from
left to right) by
Jon Warren, Paul
Jeffrey and Pearl
Sensenig.

These agencies identified as priorities: producing
food, cash crops and jobs; environmental education; management and conservation of eco-systems; waste disposal
management; health education to slow down population
growth; watershed management and conservation; and
increased recycling.
MCC also sees these issues as priorities. In 1997 we
will be recruiting for some 200 more workers—agriculturists, appropriate technologists, community development
workers, conservationists, teachers, engineers, health
workers and nutritionists. The numbers and types of
assignments will continue to change and grow. We also
welcome discussion with you about assignment possibilities outside of the above categories. Is God calling you to
serve with MCC? •

Personnel
In service on 11/30/96
by country and continent

Africa
Angola
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Chad
Ethiopia
Kenya
Lesotho
Mozambique
Nigeria
Somalia
South Africa
Sudan
Swaziland
Tanzania
Uganda
Zaire
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Indonesia

East Asia
China
Kingdom of Cambodia
Laos
Thailand
Vietnam

118
2
9
15
2
7
2
8
4
10
8
2
8
9
7
3
7
5
7
3

38
12
11
1
2
12

Central & South Asia 59
Afghanistan
Bangladesh
India
Indonesia
Nepal
Philippines

Europe
Croatia
Germany
Lithuania
Northern Ireland
Russia
Serbia
Switzerland
Ukraine

key (with totals)
Agriculture
Community Development
Economic and Technical
Health
| Education
I Religious/Social Services
| Administration/Support Services
SALT Int'l/SALT Canada/U.S. Service
Study Assistance/Storytelling/Other

Guatemala

33
41
131
33
103
105
137
38
8

Latin America

MCC Service Workers

by vocation and location (not salaried staff)
Africa
East Asia
Central/South Asia
Europe
Latin America
Middle East

United States

o

25

50

75

100

125

1
2
1
2
6
1
7
1

115
23
13
2
9
6
13
6
17
11
9
4
2

Middle East

28

Egypt
Jordan
Lebanon
Syria
West Bank

14
4
2
4
4

Cdn. Service Workers
Cdn. Salaried Staff
U.S. Service Workers
U.S. Salaried Staff

Grand Total
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21

Bolivia
Brazil
Costa Rica
El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Paraguay
Peru

North America

Canada

2
17
5
19
8
8

514
125
106
125
158

893

Your dollars at work
by Berry Friesen, Administration and Resources Director

Consolidated income
Estimated income to all M C C offices—local, national and
binational—totaled $64.4 million Cdn./$47.2 U.S. in the
fiscal year 1996. This total was up 3 percent from 1995
and exceeded slightly the previous record level of contributions set in 1994.
Cash gifts increased by more than 7 percent and the
value of gifts-in-kind such as blankets, food boxes and
school kits jumped 18 percent. Income from the thrift
shops, relief sales and housebuilding was virtually
unchanged from 1995. Non-governmental grants declined
by 2 percent and sales by Ten Thousand Villages, formerly
SELFHELP Crafts of the World, declined by nearly 4 percent.
Income largely from MCC's church constituency—
cash gifts, gifts-in-kind, and revenue from thrift shops,
relief sales and housebuilding—accounted for nearly 53
percent of total income.

Consolidated expenses
Estimated expenses for all M C C offices totaled $63.2 million Cdn./$46.3 million U.S., a 2 percent decline from
1995. Income exceeded expenses by $1.2 million
Cdn./$0.9 million U.S., thereby adding to reserves. M C C
devoted 39 percent of its resources to Ten Thousand
Villages and programs in Africa.
Expenditures on U.S. and Canadian programs and
for fundraising and support were virtually unchanged from
1995. Activity increased sharply in the Africa, Europe and
Former Soviet Union programs due to large shipments of
material resources to those regions. Activity declined in
Asia and the Middle East because fewer resources were
shipped to those regions.
These consolidated data summarize the activity of 12
M C C entities as reported in seven different financial statements in Canada and the United States.
Copies of audited financial statements may be
obtained from local M C C offices. •

income largely from MCC's church
constituency—cash gifts, gifts-in-kind,
revenue from shops, sales and houses—accounted for just over one-half of
total support. Cash and material contributions were only part of the picture.
Untold hours of volunteer time were
equally vital and enabled MCC to channel 88 percent of expenses to program.

MCC Consolidated Income
Income received at all MCC offices
$47.2 million U.S.
Gifts-in-kind
4.4 million.
Other incc
4.0 mil

Cash gifts
12.5 million

Ten Thousand
Villages sales _
8.5 million

Shops, relief sales,
houses
7.9 million
Governmental grants
8.7 million

3%
\
Non-governmental grants
1.2 million

MCC Consolidated Expenses
Expenses disbursed from all MCC offices
$46.3 million U.S.
Support/fundraising
5.4 million
Africa
8 million

Ten Thousand
Villages
9.2 million

Asia
6.3 million

Europe and
Former Soviet Unioi
3.1 million

U.S. program
2.7 million
Canadian program
4.8 million
Other overseas
0.9 million
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Latin America
3.7 million
Middle East
1.4 million

MCC U.S.
in U.S. dollars
for 12 months ended November 30, 1996

MCC International Expenses
$32.3 million U.S.

Support/fundraising
2.2 million

Agriculture work
3.3 million

Ten Thousand
Villages
6.2 million

Emergency/
material
resources
11.3 million

Religion/peace
2.9 million
Social services
2.0 million
Health
0.9 million

We received $4,665,000 from:
contributors
programs that earn revenue
gifts-in-kind such as food, clothing, bedding
other income
TOTAL income received was

$3,817,000
624,000
158,000
66,000
$4,665,000

We used $4,355,000 for:
community service work
leadership development for people of color
short-term youth programs
peace and justice work
regional offices
fundraising
collecting material resources
distributing gifts-in-kind
executive office and support
TOTAL spending was

$750,000
335,000
185,000
838,000
597,000
493,000
429,000
158,000
570,000
$4,355,000
$310,000

Net assets increased by

4%
Economic/technical
Education
1.2 million
2.3 million

MCC Canada
in Canadian dollars
for the 12 months ended August 31, 1996

MCC International
in U.S. dollars
for 12 months ended November 30, 1996
We received $32,685,000 from:
Canadian contributors
U.S. contributors
other contributors
grants from non-governmental agencies
grants from governmental agencies
sales of Ten Thousand Villages items
earnings from investments
programs that earn revenue
other sources
material resources from Canadian donors .
material resources from U.S. donors
TOTAL income received was

$3.,203,000
8,485,000
120,000
1,133,000
2,083,000
6,191,000
758,000
320,000
183,000
7,369,000
2,840,000
$32,685,000

We used $32,388,000 for:
agricultural work
emergency assistance
economic and technical assistance
educational work
health work
social services
religious and peace work
Ten Thousand Villages activities _
support and fund raising activities
material resources distributed
TOTAL spending was

3,310,000
1,255,000
1,221,000
2,308,000
918,000
1,978,000
2,914,000
6,225,000
2,209,000
10,050,000
$32,388,000

Net assets increased by

$297,000

We received $23,365,000 from:
donations, relief sales and thrift shops
the Canadian International Development Agency _
projects that earn revenue
sales of Ten Thousand Villages items
donations and grants for food distribution
(Canadian Foodgrains Bank)
TOTAL income was
We used $2,723,000 for:
programs in Canada _
assistance to the Kanadier Mennonites ;
general administration
We used $20,939,000 for overseas work:
to ship food overseas (Canadian Foodgrains Bank)
to pay the Ten Thousand Villages producers and
get their crafts to stores
to support the relief and development work
of Mennonite Central Committee
TOTAL spending was
Net assets were reduced by '

$7,358,000
3,219,000
673,000
2,316,000
9,799,000
$23,365,000

$1,093,000
562,000
1,068,000
10,384,000
2,951,000
7,604,000
$23,662,000
$297,000

1

includes the sale of low German books and newspapers for the
Kanadier Mennonites as well as reimbursement from projects in
Atlantic Canada
2
conservative colony Mennonites in Canada and Mexico with whom
we work
3
we shipped grain this year that we had received the end of last year
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Sitting near a mountain of rattan
baskets, CCAP employee, Rolando
Reginaldo, finishes another project.
His job allows him to support his wife
and two children. MCC photo by
Kristen Yoder.

Artisans contribute to their communities
For many people in the world, having enough food, clothing and shelter is something to dream about and work
toward. Ten Thousand Villages (formerly SELFHELP
Crafts of the World), a job creation program of MCC, sells
handicrafts from under- or unemployed artisans in some 30
countries to help make this dream a reality.
The ability to feed a family, send children to school
and provide health care gives families
security and stability. On average,
$1,200 U.S. in retail sales through Ten
Thousand Villages provides the equivalent of full-time work for one year to
an artisan, says director Paul Myers.
TEN THOUSAND
Through the sale of their handicrafts,
more than 60,000 artisans (most of
whom work part-time at handicraft
production) were helped to move toward the goal of having enough in 1996. Ten Thousand Villages is one of the
largest alternative trading organizations in North America.
"North American shoppers can buy crafts similar to
those we sell in an increasing number of other shops,"
notes Myers. "But those who want their purchases to
enrich the lives of artisans overseas should buy Ten
Thousand Villages crafts."
The Community Crafts Association of the
Philippines (CCAP) is just one example of how orders from
Ten Thousand Villages change lives. Started in 1973 to
help the country's urban and rural poor, CCAP's main goal
is to assist member groups to become self-reliant and contribute to their communities. Residents of a small village in
Pangasinan province are working together to accomplish
that. Artisans here weave a variety of items including rat-
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tan baskets and Christmas ornaments made from abaca
plant fibers. With earnings through Ten Thousand Villages
and similar organizations, and with help from CCAP, they
have organized a savings plan. The plan makes it possible
for them to buy a large volume of rice, which they then
make available to members for an affordable price. This
volume buying also helps insulate villagers from rice shortages that have plagued the area in recent times. •

Distribution of U.S. and Canadian
retail sales dollars in us dollars
Retail value of sales .

$12,792,000

Cost of making those sales:
retailing costs
purchasing crafts from artisans,
freight/brokerage fees
marketing/information
warehouse costs
administration
.
Our total expenses were.

5,499,000
3,492,000
826,000
1,061,000
1,272,000
1,257,000
$13,407,000

Our deficit was
$615,000
The deficit is due to a large inventory write-off in Canada and lower than
anticipated sales in both Canada and the United States.

it meant great sacrifices of material comfort. However, Nellie says there was more
job satisfaction and contentment when
they willingly served than when they
almost resisted the call in the early years
of their marriage.
Nellie says this about their years in
service: "From 1969 to 1975, we both
taught at Ekuphileni Bible Institute. In
1976 my husband became overseer for
Matopo District till 1977. From 1978 to
1979, we served as district overseer for
Mtshabezi District so that I again found
myself teaching at Ekuphileni.

looked at her and never wavered, whatever the angle. When Nellie came to, she
thanked God for his faithfulness.
Though the son's eyes were like clots
of blood, the f o l l o w i n g Sunday little
specks appeared where pupils should
have been. Though the son had up till
then been led about by the hand, he asked
if someone could walk a few paces ahead
of him. Then he followed slowly as they
walked to church. Eventually he regained
his sight. The doctors w h o had been
attending him were as surprised as everyone.

" F r o m 1980 to 1981 my h u s b a n d
became O v e r s e e r for W a n e z i District
while I remained at Ekuphileni. In 1982
he left for Cossa Harare to further his
education, then proceeded to Kenya in
1983 and died in 1984 on February 16."

However, his vision was very poor.
When he was in grade 4 he was fitted
with a pair of spectacles. He wore these
for six years, then announced that he was
healed completely and did not need them
any more.

T o d a y Nellie serves the Lord as a
teacher at Ekuphileni Bible Institute. If
she was back in secular schools, she
would be earning much more than she
does now. She is happy to serve at the
Bible school because that is where the
church has called her to serve.

For Nellie this, as in many other circumstances when her faith was tried,
demonstrated God's never-ending love.
At the death of Peter, the Lord comforted Nellie. When he became very ill
and lay wasting on a hospital bed, it was
hard for her to let him go. She alternated
between praying for the Lord's will and
pleading for his healing. She prayed for a
sign. As she slept, she dreamt that she
saw a beautiful coffin covered with colorful flowers at the side of her bed. She
knew the end had come and grieved—
more so because during these difficult
days Peter could no longer talk.

Her faith has sustained her as she has
worked tirelessly to raise children as a
single parent. When her second son was
six, he had an accident and lost his vision
completely for a period of three weeks.
The doctor who was at the time serving
Mtshabezi Hospital, as well as the eyespecialist who was called in, both agreed
that he would never see again. This was a
hard blow to both the parents and the
child.
But Nellie believed in a God of miracles. She fasted and prayed for healing
for her son. When all seemed dark and
dreary she asked the Lord for a sign. She
wanted to know whether to take the doctors' word as final authority or consult
with the Great Physician who made her
son's eyes.
One day she prayed for a sign and
went on praying right through the night.
At dawn she left her bedroom and walked
about outside. The air was cool and a new
day was on its way. Nellie could not even
appreciate this. Her heart was heavy with
sorrow for her son. How could he go
through life without sight? After pacing
about she went back to her bedroom and
lay down. She was emotionally drained.
She must have dozed off because suddenly she had a vision. She saw two
extra-big hands holding a watery fluid,
but it was not streaming through the fingers. In the fluid was a big eyeball. The
hands swung from left to right. The eye
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This went on for a week. The church
elders came and anointed him with oil
and p r a y e d . A f t e r t h e a n o i n t i n g he
seemed to be at great peace. He even surprised Nellie and the hospital staff by getting out of bed and insisting on sitting on
a c h a i r . He sent N e l l i e to buy s o m e
grapes. When she returned, she found his
face glowing. At his instruction, Nellie
alternated between feeding a grape to him
and eating one herself. In all that time he
talked with a clear voice. He instructed
her about caring for the children and
walking in faith. He talked of release from
pain and soon going home. He talked of
coming events, which shocked Nellie
when they were fulfilled after about two
days. Finally he got back into bed, insisted that Nellie tuck him in, kissed her, and
bade her farewell. He must have died
even before Nellie got home from that
hospital visit.
Peter's funeral was beautiful. It was a
service of praise and worship.
It was like a wedding.
Today Nellie continues to shine as an
example of a Christian woman. In spite of

a busy schedule, she gives quality time to
her children. She has worked tirelessly to
give them a good education. She has not
lived in luxury, but the Lord has provided
for her every need. After graduating from
university, two of her sons became teachers. Her daughter and another son are at
university and the two youngest sons are
at high school. They are a beautiful family that radiates love and unity.
In the church Nellie stands up bright.
Like a light drawing moths, she is the
kind of woman people feel comfortable
confiding in. When her counsel is desired
she points people to the Scriptures for
a n s w e r s . She b e l i e v e s in p r a y e r and
invites people to lean on it always. She is
a teacher beyond the walls of the classroom.
In 1987 she went to the Haggai Institute of Advanced Leadership Training in
S i n g a p o r e and attended a seminar to
equip her to train other Christian leaders.
On arrival back h o m e she set a b o u t
imparting her knowledge. Some of her
favorite subjects to teach are on personnel
and time management, delegation of duty,
planning and goal setting, and utilizing
available resources to enhance the work
of the Lord.
To know Nellie is to love her. She is a
very humble person. In talking of her
Christian witness, Nellie says, "I owe my
father and Christian teachers deep and
sincere thanks for the role they played in
shaping my life. My father laid a strong
foundation. He then sent me to Christian
schools where his teachings were consolidated. I appreciate his thoughtfulness and
foresight. I feel a great burden for my
children and wish to have them all know
and love the Lord. I spend a lot of time on
my knees for my children. I believe that is
why we have come this far even without
the presence of an earthly father."
It has been a long journey of growing.
Today, when people meet Nellie, they see
a lady of poise. None can ever guess what
has happened to mould her to be what
she is.

Doris Dube is a teacher, author, and editor
who lives in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe. This article
is an abbreviation of a chapter in her book,
Silent Labourers, a collection of stories about
African Brethren in Christ women. The book is
available for $5.50 from Brethren in Christ
World Missions, P.O. Box 390, Grantham, PA
17027, or $6.50 (Can)from Brethren in Christ
Missions, R.R. 1, Lowbanks, ONTNOA 1K0.
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od at work in our world
Driving adventures
Mini Stern—International
Ministries, Philadelphia,

Student
PA

In September, driving home from the
Harrisburg area after a heavy rain, my
van hydroplaned on the turnpike, landing
on the shoulder after hitting a small sign
and guard rail. As I sat there thinking
what to do first, a Ford Tempo slammed
into the left rear of my car. Wow!
T h e n I heard loud crying f r o m the
other car. (Fortunately, I was still seatbelted and not hurt.) I got out of my car
and joined the others who had stopped
and were trying to comfort the 21-yearold girl who already had a "shiner" on
her cheek and a swollen lip f r o m the
impact of her airbag. She feels my van
served as a cushion and prevented her
going over the guard rail, maybe to her
death. Her car was totaled. My damages
were over $7,000...but the car looks better now than it did before. I believe God
kept me in that car, as I was about to get
out to assess the situation just before she
hit.
When I called the following morning
to see how the injured girl was, her mother cried as she thanked me for saving her
daughter's life. I had a strange feeling, as
having just completed an assignment, and
then remembered the Roxbury theme of
"living sacrifices." It was a chance to
show Christian love as I prayed with her
that she would be comforted. The end of
the story is that her insurance paid for the
damages, and I received a box of Key
Lime snacks in the mail.
Then, driving to the Lancaster International Conference on Thanksgiving Day,
the light snow which excited us all turned
to ice on the bridges as the temperatures
fell. Three times my heart was in my
mouth but after a couple hours I arrived
without accident. Then I remembered that
my n a m e was listed in the M i s s i o n s
Prayer Fellowship Challenge for that day.
I hope my angels won't get tired.

It's in the Father's hands
Doyle and Thelma Book—
self-supporting missionaries in Japan
On Friday of last week the young Mr.
and Mrs. Kogata came for dinner. Mr.
JO

Kogata is the oldest son of the head of the
Kokura wedding business where Doyle
is acting as pastor. We had planned for
7:00, but they called to say they couldn't
make it until 8:00. So we had a very late
meal—late but good. I thought it turned
out better than the chicken divan meal I
had made the week before for the young
doctor and his wife Doyle had met on the
train while I was in the States and who
had taken him out to dinner a year ago.
My menu this time was salmon loaf with
a h o r s e r a d i s h - f l a v o r e d white sauce;
mashed potatoes; a corn casserole with
onions, green pepper and celery; and a
lemon jello with mandarin oranges and
pimento in it. We had gingerbread with
lemon sauce for dessert. Everything was
good for a change. I did burn the gingerbread on the outside, but it was OK after
I cut off the blackened places.
Our purpose in inviting this couple
was to suggest that their not being able to
conceive a baby was a special sign of
God's love. Up to now they hadn't given
the God who created them much thought,
but we pointed out that this difficulty can
be a gift to bring them into relationship
with Jesus. They listened very politely
and then the young husband said something very interesting. "Every day I pray
to my ancestors and I feel they help me.
How is that different f r o m praying to
Jesus?"
"It is very different," we assured them.
"Your ancestors were only human beings
like us. But Jesus is the God who created
all that has been created. He made us and
then he came to save us because we took
our own way and didn't follow G o d ' s
plan for us. Jesus took the form of a man
and came to make a way for us to return
to God by dying on the cross. He proved
that he was who he claimed to be by rising from the dead. Your ancestors cannot
do that."
We talked some more about different
countries and different sets of gods and
religions made by people. "Your gods are
too small," we told them. "Lift your eyes
to the God who made your ancestors as
well as you."
I felt again, as I have so often in Japan,
what Jesus felt when he looked at the rich
young ruler walking sorrowfully away
and loved him. We delivered our mes-

sage. We do not know what their response
will be. It's in the Father's hands.

And again the
Lord intercedes
John and Kathy Brubaker, Allen,
and Alicia—Bangkok,
Thailand

Mark

Following is an excerpt from e-mail
f r o m Kathy Brubaker in Thailand for
urgent prayer.
"Tomorrow is the meeting in which
John's 'enemy' plans to do what he can to
discredit John's name. If we can make it
through tomorrow without this guy doing
too much harm, the main battle should be
over. The meeting is December 4th at 10
a.m."
The next morning we received the following:
"Just a quick note to thank you and all
the folks in the office for your prayers
and to let you know that the Lord interceded in the planned confrontation at
work! It's remarkable that, once again the
Lord sent one of the chief protagonists
out of the country again just in time.
"The other individual that is trying to
make life very difficult for me attempted
to attack me publicly, but found no supporters at all. He seemed to be greatly
frustrated that he couldn't make any accusations stick. Even more remarkably,
instead of agreeing with him, everyone
present solidly supported me.
"The last two months have been quite
a challenge—learning to be calm in the
face of very strong opposition. I've been
overwhelmed to see the Lord work in
response to prayer, turning the curses of
my enemies into blessings. For other reasons the new president called me into his
office and, without prompting, demonstrated that he was aware and supportive
in the present situation. I shared with him
a Thai expression, 'When elephants fight,
the grass gets trampled.'
"In the midst of this pressure, the Lord
began to produce even more opportunities. A Thai fellow who had contact with
a Brethren in Christ family in Ashland,
Ohio (the Conradys), got in touch with
me and we've begun to develop a good
relationship. I've also started to try to pull
continued

on page 19
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"\ cannot
tell..."

by Tim and Jan Swinton

I cannot tell how he will win the nations,
how he will claim his earthly heritage,
how satisfy the needs and aspirations
of East and West, of sinner and of sage.
But this I know: All flesh shall see his glory,
and he shall reap the harvest he has sown,
and some glad day his sun shall shine in splendor,
when he the Savior, Savior of the world is known.

T

he hymn "I cannot tell" has had special significance lately,
and it has been a comfort as well as a challenge. The truth
is, we really cannot tell...about most things both here in Zimbabwe and around the world. I choked and could not sing the last
time we sang this in a mostly-white Protestant church in Bulawayo. Verse 3 (printed above) is so close to our work here, and
we do wonder daily, how God is doing his work and how we are
being called to labor with him. It seems so appropriate that in
every verse there are things we cannot know and then some others that we are so certain of.
We've lived in places where there are not so many crises (I'm
not sure if we've just been lucky or what), but we are learning
every day how to rely on God and how to follow. We feel quite
incompetent at times and wonder where he found us and what he
wants or expects from us. It is one of those things like the song:
I cannot tell..., but this I know...

referral hospital, and the ones our new lab technician was going
to do went to Simiburnbumbu Rural Clinic.
• How to deal with the grief of a dozen young men diagnosed
with AIDS this week.
• Why a young mother who has lived at the hospital with her
seven-year-old son for months would go home with a headache
and visit a witch doctor and die there the same week without
seeking western care. (She leaves a thirteen-year-old in the final
stages of kidney failure and a son who has seizures since falling
in a fire last August.) I cannot tell why the whole family smiled
so much while they were here at the hospital.
• Why most babies are born at night.
• Why our corn (maize) is knee-high by the 4th of October.
• Why a thorn in a tough foot is so hard to find and dig out.
• Why the government health workers are still on strike, and
the press keeps saying they're not.
• Why a man with a broken back since October came here
after going to a city hospital in Botswana and the Central Hospital in Bulawayo where no one found anything wrong with his
back!
• Why our "watchdog" loves to lick and play with everyone.
• Why Tim was there the evening the bishop's son, Doug, had
a bad motorcycle accident—three broken ribs, ruptured spleen,
perforated colon and skull fracture—which was being treated
like a bruise in the emergency room. Tim called a Christian
friend who is a surgeon, and Doug was back at work three weeks
later.
• Why we've had four sets of twins born here each of the past
two months.
• Why I'm tired enough to go to bed at 8:30 p.m., and why my
children want to wake me by 6:00 a.m. to make the pancakes.
• Why the electricity always goes off when the cake just
went into the oven.
• Why our new ridgeback puppy only digs up the prettiest and
hardest to replace flowers.
• Why God still loves his children despite our shortcomings.

o

I cannot tell...
• When we wake up, if this will be a 19- or just a 12-hour-day.
• If the phone will work this week.
• Why Jan is now being investigated by immigration for volunteering at the hospital.
• How many times per day Hannah and Aaron will interrupt
Jan in a meeting in the Administration Office to ask for a cookie or to turn on the TV.
• Why Tim is being charged in court for publicly humiliating
a drunk bar owner whom he helped the police remove from the
hospital.
• Why members of staff purposely turn off the water supply
while Tim is scrubbing for surgery.
• Why it is nearly impossible to release incompetent, insubordinate, disruptive staff members.
• How Nathan and Sam can play Lego™ games 8 hours a day
on school holiday.
• How to fix the hospital generator.
• How to tell a mother with AIDS and TB that her two young
children now have TB also.
• How to drive in heavy city traffic on the wrong side of the
road.
• How the blood samples to be sent to the lab went to the
pharmacy, and the papers for the pharmacy went to the lab at our
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^ ^ u t this I know:
• That God is a rock and we desperately need his grace and
the power of his Holy Spirit.
• That no success is found on our own, and nothing is beyond
his reach and retrieval.
Celebrate with us the fact that we do not need to know more
than we know.
Tim and Jan Swinton and family are at Mtshabezi Mission in Zimbabwe.

God at work in our world...
continued

from page 18

together the Thai Christians where I work—I'd like to see them
meeting weekly for prayer, at least. It's my hope that Paul, the
young Thai fellow just back from the U.S. with his second master's degree, will be able to join with this group informally and
in this way that the Lord would water the seeds that have been
planted.
"Thanks again for your prayers—it's exciting to see the
Lord's hand at work in response to your intercession. Eye has not
seen, nor has ear heard...."
•
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Allegheny Conference
The Air Hill congregation,
Chambersburg, Pa., recently gave
75 b l a n k e t s to M C C f o r C e n t r a l
Africa. • Ivan Parker was in concert
J a n . 19 at t h e A n t r i m c h u r c h ,
Chambersburg. • Dennis and Carol
S h e n k , w h o s p e n t three y e a r s in
Africa, spoke Jan. 26 to the Chambersburg congregation. • A teacher training meeting Jan. 18 at the
Fairview Ave. church. Waynesboro,
Pa., began with continental breakfast and continued with workshops
and planning. • T h e Five F o r k s
church, Waynesboro, hosts indoor
archery four times weekly. The
Dobson film "Masquerade" was
shown Jan. 19.
On Jan. 18 the Hollo well church,
Waynesboro, hosted a sportsmen's
b a n q u e t including videos, m o u n t

f\Jews
displays, wild g a m e food, prizes,
and speaker Darwin Plumler. • The
Iron Springs church, Fairfield, Pa.,
is prayerfully seeking pastoral leadership. • T h e youth of the Martinsburg. Pa., congregation reported
on YouthQuest during the Jan. 12
e v e n i n g service. T h e $444 profit
f r o m the W o m e n ' s F e l l o w s h i p
"Christmas Cookie Bake" went
toward the church mortgage (not the
parking lot as reported in Feb.). •
T h e Mt. Rock church, Shippensburg, Pa., hosted the first United
Front of Prayer meeting on Jan. 18,
approximately 4 0 people representing seven congregations of various
denominations in Cumberland Valley.
Information about the building
addition was on the agenda of the
Jan. 18 annual business meeting of
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the Mt. T a b o r c h u r c h , M e r c e r s burg, Pa. The church started youth
meetings on Jan. 8. • The Mowersville. Pa., church baptized three
persons and received six new memb e r s r e c e n t l y . • O n Jan. 26 the
youth of the New Guilford church,
Chambersburg, Pa., took contributions toward providing a meal at the
Salvation A r m y soup kitchen. •
Bishop H a w b a k e r taught Sunday
school on Jan. 12 at the Van Lear
c h u r c h , W i l l i a m s p o r t , Md., on
" G o d ' s Great Idea for the Church."

Atlantic Conference
T h e C i r c l e of H o p e c h u r c h ,
Philadelphia, Pa., planned to go to
two worship times on Jan. 26. The
day was kicked off by a concert by
Saved By Grace. • On Jan. 19 Ric
Feeney talked with the Cross Roads
church. Mount Joy, Pa., about the
newest Atlantic Conference church
planting in Central Bucks Co. • On
Feb. 15 the Saturday Circle of the
Elizabethtown, Pa., church featured
the Messiah College Singers. The
church hosted a quiz meeting on
Feb. 16. • T h e Fairland church,
Cleona, Pa., welcomed three new
m e m b e r s J a n . 19. A t h r e e - w e e k
Phones for You campaign was Jan.
2 7 — F e b . 14. • T h e Free G r a c e
church, Millersburg, Pa., enjoyed a
"bowling blitz" Jan. 18.
On Jan. 26 the Vision in Action
m e e t i n g of t h e L a n c a s t e r . Pa.,
church featured Don Sensenig, who
w a s in H a n o i in 1993 t e a c h i n g
English and who currently ministers
to Vietnamese persons in the United
States. • "Bloom Where You Are
Planted" was the Feb. 8 w o m e n ' s
seminar theme hosted by the Manor
church, Mountville, Pa. • Nancy
P e t e r m a n of B o g o t a , C o l o m b i a ,
spoke the Jan. 19 message to the
Mastersonville congregation, Manheim. Pa. • A representative from
Kenbrook Bible C a m p gave a short
presentation in the Feb. 9 service of
the New Hope church. Harrisburg,
about the many programs the camp
offers.
T h e N e w J o y church, A k r o n ,
Pa., offered eight sessions in January and February on "Becoming a
Contagious Christian." • The
Palmyra. Pa., church greeted six
new members recently. The Penny
Power Project began Feb. 16. •> The
youth of the Pequea church, Lancaster, Pa., hosted a bus trip to the
Farm Show in Harrisburg on Jan.
12. Nancy Peterman gave an update

on Colombia in the Jan. 5 service. •
The Refton, Pa., church hosted the
Atlantic C o n f e r e n c e youth retreat
Jan. 31—Feb. 2. • The Silverdale,
Pa., c h u r c h w e l c o m e d eight new
members on Jan. 12. The church has
a new singles discipleship group. •
The Skyline View church, Harrisburg, Pa., has begun collecting food
and personal items each second Sunday for the H E L P ministry.

Canadian Conference
A committee has been named by
the B e r t i e c h u r c h , S t e v e n s v i l l e ,
Ont., to plan the 200th anniversary
celebration. The church began DIG
(Disciples in Growth) on Jan. 26. •
The Cheapside congregation, Nanticoke, Ont., celebrated Bertha
Helka's 90th birthday on Jan. 17. •
The Delisle, Sask., church is updating their pictorial directory. • The
Heise Hill church, Gormley, Ont.,
has n e w l y - f o r m e d care groups
which met for carry-in dinners in
January and February. • The winter
s e r m o n t o p i c at t h e H o u g h t o n
church, Langton, Ont., was the fruit
of the Spirit. • The Neil Anderson
video series " F r e e d o m in Christ"
was shown in January to the Oak
Ridges, Ont., c o n g r e g a t i o n . Five
new m e m b e r s were welcomed on
Jan. 26.
A bilingual concert of p r a y e r
was held recently by the Orchard
Creek congregation, St. Catharines,
Ont.. and the newly forming Russian c o n g r e g a t i o n . J a n u a r y w a s
stewardship month with testimonies
a n d d r a m a . • O n J a n . 19 A n n
W o r k m a n s p o k e on t h e r a p e u t i c
touch in medicine to the Port Colborne, Ont., congregation. • On
Jan. 5 the Ridgemount congregation, Hamilton, Ont., saw the Billy
Graham film "The Homecoming."
Chris Matthison has begun as associate for youth ministry. • The
Rosebank congregation, Petersburg,
Ont., began home fellowship nights
on Jan. 26.
Pastor Chester of the Skerkston,
Ont., church led a parenting class in
January and February. Winter sermons focused on Joshua. • On Jan.
12 the Springvale. Ont.. church presented a $ 1,000 bequest to Ed Sider,
director of Children's Homes Int'l.
• Bruxy Cavey is the new pastor of
the Upper Oaks church, Oakville,
Ont., with Linda Lambert as interim
associate. • The Wainfleet, Ont.,
church enjoyed a winter retreat at
C a m p Kahquah Jan. 17-19. Ontario

Evangelical Visitor

d i r e c t o r of M C C , D a v e W o r t h ,
spoke in the Jan. 12 morning and
evening services.

Central Conference
The Chancel Players, the Malone College drama team, were the
guests in the Jan. 12 service of the
Amherst congregation, Massillon,
Ohio. • The Bethel church, Merrill, Mich., awarded 28 persons for
perfect Sunday school attendance in
1996 and 13 for reading through the
Bible. • Abe Traucht was the Jan. 8
guest speaker for the Beulah
Chapel church, Springfield, Ohio.
• On Dec. 29, the Carland-Zion
church, Owosso, Mich., rededicated their newly-remodeled sanctuary.
One person was baptised and
accepted into membership on Jan.
19. • During the Jan. 5 morning
service the Christian Union congregation. Garrett, Ind., set up a
phone link to Zimbabwe with Pastor
Climenhaga. • The Lakeview
church, Goodrich, Mich., reports
having weekly Wednesday "Weigh
Down Workshops." Pastor Walker
did a seven-week series recently on
"Why A m I Here?"
T h i r t y - t w o t e e n s shared in a
lock-in recently at the Mooretown
church, Sandusky, Mich. Rob and
Traci Davis gave an evangelistic
presentation Jan. 29 with puppets
and mime. • The Northgate fellowship, Tipp City, Ohio, had a visit
Jan. 12 f r o m B i s h o p and Esther
Byers for the pastoral evaluation. •
Mike Short was guest speaker Jan. 5
at the Pleasant Hill, Ohio, church.
• The Sippo Valley church, Massillon, Ohio, has monthly third Sunday carry-in meals. • On Feb. 16
Calvin Hamblin from the Amherst
church switched pulpits with Pastor
John Weaver of the Wooster, Ohio,
congregation.

Midwest Conference
The HIS Club of the Abilene,
Kan., church planned a swimming
party for families for Jan. 22. • The
y o u t h of t h e B e t h a n y c h u r c h ,
Thomas, Okla., directed the Jan. 12
worship service. • Pastor Bowell of
the Zion church, Abilene, did a sermon series on revival in January.

Pacific Conference
Members of the Pacific Highw a y c o n g r e g a t i o n , S a l e m , Ore.,
have been meeting Monday
evenings for an "hour of power" to
seek God's direction for the church.
Pastor Garver concluded a series
Jan. 26 on "When the Going Gets
Tough." • Michael Luchtenburg is
now senior pastor of the Upland.
Calif., church. The congregation
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s h o w e d the S u p e r B o w l on big
screen Jan. 26 with refreshments and
table games. • The Walnut, Calif.,
church has a new junior high ministry staff and group which began in
F e b r u a r y . The congregation observed "Ash Sunday" Feb. 9.

Southeast Conference
On Feb. 1 the East Lake congregation, Palm Harbor, Fla., had a
gospel sing with Lynn Byer, pianist,
from Leedey, Okla. The Praise
Singers from Penn View Bible Institute gave a concert Feb. 4. • On
Feb. 15 the youth of the Highland
Park congregation, Dublin, Va.,
hosted a sweetheart dinner as a
thank-you for support for their attendance at the Xtreeme Conference in
early January. • The third annual
bikers Sunday was Feb. 9 at the
Holden Park church, Orlando, Fla.,
with this year's addition of door
prizes. Guest speaker Jan. 26 was
Tim Lewis from the Rolling Acres
church, McMinnville, Tenn. • Ellis
Watson was guest speaker Jan. 26
for the M i l l e r f i e l d s church,
Columbia, Ky.

Susquehanna Conference
The junior highs of the Carlisle,
Pa., church planned a "destination
u n k n o w n " g a t h e r i n g Jan. 17. A
three-hour pastor's class for adults
was Feb. 16. • On Jan. 26 the youth
led the service of the Cedar Grove
church, Mifflintown, Pa. with "Top
Ten Reasons to Love Cedar Grove"
and five youth giving a pulpit talk
on "The Church We Have Always
Dreamed of...." • On Jan. 26 an
o l d - t i m e m a l e c h o r u s under the
director of Vernon Martin Jr. sang at
the D i l l s b u r g , Pa., church. The
youth had a service trip Jan. 18 to
Bethesda Mission in Harrisburg. •
The Fairview church, New Cumberland, Pa., observed the Jan. 5-12
week of prayer by burning requests
at a prayer altar on Jan. 12. The Frey
Family gospel quartet sang in the
Jan. 12 service.
The youth of the Jemison Valley church, Westfield, Pa., shared
about their YouthQuest experiences
at a noon potluck on Jan. 12. • A
ministry fair replaced the Sunday
school hour Jan. 5 at the Mechanicsburg, Pa., church. • Avery
Musser has retired as part of the
official church staff of the Messiah
Village church, Mechanicsburg. He
will continue to volunteer, assisting
according to his own schedule. The
church welcomed 11 new members
in January. • Lessons from women
around the world was Trudy
McClane's topic for the Jan. 8 We
Care meeting at the Redland Valley

E.V. Timelines
100 Years A g o
March 1, 1897—A. L. Meyers, f r o m Freeport, 111.:
"It was not the design of God that we should be here simply for the gratification of self, but rather that w e should
help each other, being full of good works. Not that we are
saved by good works, but these are the fruit of the saved
person.... Bishop Weaver says, 'Straws show which way
the wind b l o w s . ' "

75 Years A g o
March 13, 1922—In an article entitled " T h e All-Sufficient Christ," C. B. Eavey writes: " M a n is primarily,
fundamentally, and essentially a spirit. He is man only as
he is spirit; if a distinction is made between spirit, or soul,
and body, it must be said that man is a spirit and has a
body, rather than that he is a body which is nothing more
than an aggregate of cells. [The body] is merely the temple in which the real self lives."

50 Years A g o
March 24, 1947—In a guest editorial entitled " T h e
War Has Taught U s , " E. J. S w a l m argues that the Brethren in Christ Church had not consistently taught the doctrine of nonresistance. "We have indulged in m o d e r n
sophistry until w e studiously seek to avoid being too
radical about religious beliefs unless we are assured that
nearly everybody agrees with us. All the while the enemies of the cross are radical and positive and imposing.
W h a t w e as a church need in this hour is more depth of
conviction such as sent m e n to fiery furnaces, lions'
d e n s , d e a c o n s ' s t o n i n g s , d i n g y p r i s o n s , and N e r o ' s
block."

25 Y e a r s A g o
March 25, 1972—John E. Zercher, reflecting on the
basic anxieties of humans—death, guilt, and meaninglessness: "The ultimate expression of meaninglessness is
death. But the final answer to meaninglessness is the
resurrection of Christ.... Christ's t o m b was not empty as
proof of immortality. The tomb was empty because G o d
gives resurrection. H e does this because what he has
created is good and w e w h o are created in his image are
of value to him. This truth is both a great hope and a
s o b e r i n g f a c t . I n e x o r a b l y tied w i t h i n d i v i d u a l i t y is
responsibility. Beyond death is the resurrection. Beyond
the open tomb is the j u d g m e n t seat."

10 Years A g o
March 1987—Writing
f r o m London, England, Elias
Moyo addresses the topic "Theological training for urban
m i s s i o n s " : " S o m e t i m e s Christians want to avoid the
problems of the city. They forget that the mission of the
Christian community is to transform m e n and w o m e n
and prepare t h e m for the c o m i n g of the eternal city,
which is the goal of history. Theological education in the
city must challenge Christians to create a spiritual community that gives body and life to the reconciliation to
God in Jesus."
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A growing number of congregations are finding low cost ways to meet immediate
space needs through better utilization of facilities. In a number of innovative ways,
they are creating " n e w " space.
The single most cost-effective use of a facility is to go to multiple services. For
example, in the Atlantic Conference, the Elizabethtown, Cross Roads, Lancaster, and
Refton congregations have added an additional worship service before Sunday school,
doubling the amount of space for worship. Even a growing congregation in smaller
facilities, Speedwell Heights, has shifted to double services.

Creating
new
space

The Manor and Pequea congregations have instituted
simultaneous worship and Sunday school services. With coordination and flexibility, they have doubled both worship and
Christian education space for m a x i m u m space usage.

A number of our congregations,
especially newer ones,
are using rented facilities to good advantage. A recent
church planting, N e w Hope, is meeting in the Linglestown Junior High School.
N e w Joy meets in the Atrium of the M C C Self-Help building. Hempfield sold a
church building and rents the Easter Seals building in Rohrerstown. The N e w
Covenant congregation is thriving in its fifth location, all rented!

by Warren

Hoffman

A feature
article on
alternatives
to church
building
projects
will appear
in the April
issue.

Warren Hojfman is
General Secretary of
the Brethren in Christ
Church. This article
first appeared in the
January 1995 Atlantic
Conference newsletter.
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Several congregations
are purchasing or renting supplemental space at
nearby locations. The Manheim and Harrisburg congregations rent the gyms
of nearby churches for youth programming. Skyline View is providing office
space for the N e w Hope congregation at no cost. The Lancaster, Silverdale, Harrisburg, and Fairland congregations are using adjacent or nearby houses for church
activities. Fellowship Chapel uses the basement of a building, two doors down the
street, for youth activities.

A number of congregations
have shifted from fixed pews to moveable
furniture.
N e w Covenant, N e w Joy, Fellowship Chapel, Summit View, Hempfield, and Conoy are
no longer restricted to a single use for their assembly area. By changing to movable
seating, these congregations have created options to use this space for assembly, fellowship, or education. As an added advantage, the number of chairs can be varied so
that worship services never seem half-empty.
Some congregations
and ministries have used innovative space usage to avoid or
postpone expensive construction projects. At minimal expense the Hunlock Creek
congregation has secured an additional class r o o m — m o v i n g the stuff that was stored in
the room into a new storage shed. Summit View purchased a mobile unit f r o m Elizabethtown for badly needed Christian education space. Manor has given careful attention to moving groups to the right size rooms, and is now planning renovations in order
to enhance "traffic f l o w " for simultaneous worship and Sunday school. Silverdale purchased movable dividers to create three additional classrooms in the basement. Kenbrook operates "off site" camps at a state park. Millersville will soon m o v e into a
newly-constructed church building after patiently meeting in a schoolhouse for ten
years.
There are compelling reasons to strive for optimum usage of existing church buildings. It relieves the pressure to cut back on salaries and giving to Cooperative Ministries. It reduces the need to borrow money, which preserves money for the church
which otherwise would go to banks or investors.
M a n y times the "obvious" solution of launching a construction project is not the
best one. Often, there is a better answer. With a readiness to change and adjust, we can
create " n e w " space by finding innovative ways to fully use the space we already have.
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church, York Haven, Pa. • On
Wednesday evenings the adults of
the West Shore church. Mechanicsburg, viewed the video series
"Becoming a Contagious Christian."
The church has developed a plan to
replenish the capital fund with a
"Hands Around the World" project.

Weddings

For The
Record
Births
Armstrong: Andrew Scott, Jan.
3; Daniel and Sandra (Schick) Armstrong, Manor congregation. Pa.
C o b e r : Reagan A n n i e - M a e ,
Nov. 9, 1996; Lyndon and Kerrie
(Benson) Cober, Rosebank congregation, Ont.
Erisman: Tanner John, Dec. 31,
1996; John and Marchelle (Garman)
Erisman, Manor congregation, Pa.
Friesen: Aliya Sarah Nicole,
Dec. 20, 1996; Nick and Lynda
(Klassen) Friesen, Houghton congregation, Ont.
Hendershot: Elizabeth Ann,
Jan. 19; David and Nancy (Stoner)
Hendershot, Mt. Tabor congregation, Pa.
Lehman-Schletewitz: Claire
Renee, Jan. 12; Paul and Katherine
Lehman-Schletewitz, Walnut congregation, Calif.
Lourdon: Jared Kirk, Jan. 3;
Dana and Janice Lourdon, Five
Forks congregation. Pa.
MacDonald: Alexander Daniel
J a m e s , Dec. 4, 1996; Ross and
Helen (Wideman) MacDonald, Oak
Ridges congregation, Ont.
Marinelli: Brooke Adriana,
Dec. 8, 1996; Anthony and Ruth
(King) Marinelli, Oak Ridges congregation, Ont.
Overcash: Bret Hunter, Dec. 28,
1996; Tami Overcash, New Guilford congregation, Pa.
Saul: Ryan Michael, Dec. 26,
1996; Brian Saul and Kelly Finkenbinder, Mt. Rock congregation, Pa.
Schopf: Kerri Jean, Jan. 1 1;
E u g e n e and S a n d r a ( H o s h a l l )
Schopf, Manor congregation, Pa.
Shirk: Tyler Wesley, Jan. 15;
Phil and D. Renee (Shellenberger)
Shirk. Cross Roads congregation,
Pa.
Sider: Bailey Lee, Jan. 5; Rick
and Wanda Sider, Port Colborne
congregation, Ont.
March
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funeral was held at the church with
Rev. Charles Mashinter officiating.
Interment was in Maple Lawn Cemetery.

A reminder to correspondents: The Visitor does not print news
about baby dedications, but rather birth announcements. If you do not
have the proper reporting forms for births, weddings, and obituaries,
please contact the Visitor office. Also, please send only one month of
bulletins per month. For this March 1997 issue, we received bulletins
as far back as October 1996.

Cox - Regan: Jennifer Dawn
Regan, daughter of James Regan
and Christine Wardrop, Lancaster,
Pa., and lan Matthew, son of John
and Cynthia Cox, Hutchinson, Kan.,
Dec. 28, 1996, at Millersville Brethren in Christ Church with Rev. M.
Eugene Heidler officiating.
Geib - Dusza: Jennifer, daughter of Steven and Darlene Dusza,
Sellersville, Pa., and John, son of
Fred and A l m e d a Geib, Spring
Mount, Pa., Sept. 21, 1996, at Souderton Brethren in Christ Church with
Rev. Fred Geib officiating.
Gessner - Smeltz: Deborah D.
A., daughter of Edmund and Doris
Smeltz, Lewisburg, Pa., and Eric
Lee, son of Don and Shirl Gessner,
Salem, 111., Dec. 14, at Dreisbach
United Church of Christ with Rev.
John M. Keefer Jr. officiating.
Snively - Bowell: Heather L.,
daughter of Ron and Kerry Bowell,
Abilene, Kan., and Jeremy, son of
K e n n e t h and S h a r o n S n i v e l y ,
Delphos, Kan., Dec. 20, 1996, at
Zion Brethren in Christ Church with
Rev. Stan Norman and Rev. Ron
Bowell officiating.

Village church where she was a
m e m b e r with R e v . J. R o b e r t
Lehman officiating. Interment was
in Grantham Memorial Park.
Bright: Dorothy Bright, born
Apr. 25, 1925, in Wainfleet, Ont.,
daughter of Jesse and Lydia Moore,
died Jan. 5. Preceding her in death
were two sisters, Nellie Barlett and
Marjorie Whiteside; three brothers,
Merle, Clair, and Morris; and an
infant son. Surviving are her husband, Frank Bright; a daughter,
Margaret (Mrs. Scott) Bright; a son,
David; four grandchildren; a brother, John; and a sister, Luella Clapp.
She gently and faithfully served the
Wainfleet congregation, Ont., regularly assisting in the nursery. She
enjoyed sewing and crafts. The

Obituaries
Brenaman: Mary L. Brenaman,
born Jan. 9, 1910, d a u g h t e r of
Charles M. and Ida Wingert Leiter,
died Dec. 30, 1996. Preceding her in
death was her spouse. Rev. Albert
Breneman. Surviving are a son, Paul
A.; two daughters, Grace J. Wicks
and Ruth A. Wise; and two grandchildren. Mary was a retired registered nurse and graduate of Harrisburg Hospital School of Nursing.
She was a missionary in Zimbabwe
at Wanezi and Mtshabezi Missions
for more than eight years. The funeral service was held at the Messiah

Merkey: Dalton F. Merkey,
born Aug. 31, 1994, son of Ray E.
and Angela Brubaker Merkey, died
Jan. 16. Surviving along with his
parents are four brothers. With his
parents he attended the Mastersonville congregation, Pa. The funeral
was held at the church with Rev.
Harold Bowers officiating. Interment was in the church cemetery.

Brethren in Christ 1998
VISION CALENDAR
Photography Contest
Denominational Vision: 250 Growing, Discipling,
and Sending Congregations by A.D. 2000

Sparks - Bissey: Cheryl Bissey,
Collegeville, Pa., and Perry Sparks,
Spring Mount, Pa., Dec. 14, 1996, at
Silverdale Brethren in Christ Church
with Rev. Fred Geib officiating.
Stonge - Petrone: Jennifer
Leigh, daughter of Roger and Mary
Petrone, Dillsburg, Pa., and Jeremiah K., son of Jerry and G l o r i a
Stonge, Mechanicsburg, Pa., Jan. 4,
at Grantham Brethren in Christ
Church with Rev. James Spurrier
officiating.

Grove: F. Geraldine Grove,
born Feb. 1, 1913, daughter of
Phillip S. and Elsie Harshbarger
Garis, died Jan. 15. Her husband,
Carl P. Grove, preceded her in
death. Surviving are a son, Carl J.;
two grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren; and a brother. She
had been a member of the Altoona,
Pa., congregation. The funeral was
held at the Cam-Weaver Funeral
Home with Rev. Richard L. Bailey
officiating. Interment was in Royer
Cemetery.

First Prize: $50 and cover location
Second Prize: $25
Third Prizes (11 photos): $10
Photographs will be selected by a panel on the basis of:
a. Technical quality
b. Creativity
c. Representation
of one or more areas of emphasis of
the denominational
vision
Rules
a.
b.
c.
d.

of the contest:
Color slides or prints
Put your name and address on each photo
Maximum of four entries per
photographer
Photographs must be horizontal
format

Deadline

is May 1, 1997

Send entries to:

Brethren

in Christ Vision Photo

Contest

Evangel Press
2000 Evangel Way, P.O. Box 189
Nappanee, IN 46550
Note: Submission of a photograph(s) in the contest implies that the entrant owns the
photograph(s) and, if selected as a winner, gives authorization to Evangel Press to
print the photograph(s) in the 1998 Brethren in Christ Vision Calendar. Evangel
Press assumes no responsibility for the return of photographs to the entrant.
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Jubilee tops other curricula
in survey of nine churches

by Wendy McFadden

In a telephone survey of nine denominations, the Jubilee children's Sunday
school curriculum rated highest in cust o m e r s a t i s f a c t i o n and e m e r g e d as a
model for future curriculum planning.
The survey was conducted for a group
of churches that is planning a curriculum
to s u c c e e d Bible Discovery
in 2001.
Among the nine who took part in the survey were two denominations that use
Jubilee—the Church of the Brethren and
the Mennonite Church. Other denominations that use Jubilee are the General
Conference Mennonite Church. Brethren
in Christ, Friends United Meeting, and
Mennonite Brethren.
In the survey, approximately equal
numbers of contacts were made with each
d e n o m i n a t i o n , r e g a r d l e s s of size. Of

1,322 randomly selected respondents, 166
were Brethren and 155 were Mennonite.
Because two of the nine denominations surveyed use one curriculum,
Jubilee: God's Good News held the greatest market share of any one denominational children's curriculum (15 percent
of everyone surveyed). The Mennonites
showed usage of 61 percent; the Brethren
showed usage of 58 percent. Only the
United Methodists showed a higher percentage of usage for their curriculum (70
percent). As a comparison, the various
versions of David C. Cook, considered
the primary competition for most denominational publishers, totaled 19 percent
across all nine denominations.
Of the nine denominations, satisfaction was highest for the Brethren (8.33

The new video More
than a Job features
Mennonite Central
Committee job
creation programs
at home and abroad
that literally turn
garbage into employment. Contact
the MCC office
nearest you for a
free loan of this
award-winning video,
or purchase it from
MCC in Akron.
^

Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central Committee and MCC U.S.
21 South 12th Street, PO Sox 500
Akron, PA 17501-0500
(717)859-1151 (717)859-3889
Mennonite Central Committee Canada
134 Plaza Drive, Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9
(204)261-6381
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out of a maximum possible ranking of
10) and the Mennonites (8.27). Comparing curricula, satisfaction was highest for
Jubilee (8.42) and for Whole People of
God (8.35), both of which were significantly higher than all the other curricula
mentioned. Whole People of God is a lectionary-based curriculum produced in
Canada.
Churches that use Jubilee gave it high
marks for the way the resources appeal to
children, ease of preparation, and handson activities.
The Mennonites and the Brethren were
among four denominations that placed
higher importance on choosing resources
published by their own denomination.
The researchers who compiled the data
concluded that publishers developing a
new curriculum should explore the success that Jubilee and Whole People of
God have.
The researchers also recommended
that summer resources be distinctly different in format and content, with broader grading and more active, hands-on programming. Jubilee is moving into its third
year of special summer materials with
these characteristics.
Other churches involved in the survey
were American Baptist, Church of God,
Disciples of Christ, Moravians, Presbyterians, United Church of Christ, and United Methodist. The survey was conducted
by the research department of the United
Methodist Publishing House and funded
by a grant from the National Council of
Churches.

Messiah Village
Employment Opportunity
Director of Development
Messiah Village, a continuing care
retirement community, seeks articulate,
motivated leader to administer and execute f u n d r a i s i n g and p l a n n e d g i v i n g
strategies. Requisite qualities include:
strong a d m i n i s t r a t i v e , o r g a n i z a t i o n a l ,
c o m m u n i c a t i o n , c o m p u t e r , and people
skills, as well as a thorough understanding
of effective fund raising and planned giving techniques, including the ability to cultivate and harvest major gifts. The successful candidate must be of high integrity, possess a teachable, positive attitude,
and be able to identify with the mission
and culture of Messiah Village. The Director of Development will report directly to
the Chief Financial Officer. Resumes may
be s u b m i t t e d to: D i r e c t o r of H u m a n
Resources, Messiah Village, P.O. B o x
2015, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055.
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CHA Convention in 1997 Camp Freedom Report
Lexington, Kentucky, From Jan. 22 through Feb. 2, Camp presented the work of the Florida Evangelist Mission work.
Freedom was in session for its annual
April 15-17, 1997
camp meeting in St. Petersburg, Fla. PeoThis year we were pleased to have
The Christian Holiness Association
will hold its annual convention at the
Hyatt Regency in Lexington, Ky., on
April 15-17. The theme of the convention is "Living in the Spirit," focusing on
John 16:13. Speakers include William
Ury; C o m m i s s i o n e r Andrew S. Miller
(R); Luke Keefer, Jr.; Diana Swoope;
David Gyertson; Martha Garvin; and Jack
Stone. There will be a number of commission seminars as well.
The Pfeifers, award-winning recording artists, will be the special musical
guests on Tuesday evening, and the Salvation Army Student Fellowship Brass
Band and Vocal Ensemble on Wednesday
evening.
A strategy for the future is unveiled
which is believed will bring a new day to
this much-needed fellowship. To obtain
information about the convention, contact Dr. Marlin Hotle, Administrative
Director, at (423) 457-5978.

Holy Land Tour
Pastor David and Doris Illman of
Westheights Community Church
(Brethren in Christ) of Kitchener, Ont.,
will be leading a tour to the land where
Jesus walked (Israel) Nov. 10-19, 1997.
They would be happy to have you accompany them. For further information,
please call Pastor Illman at (519) 5791473 or (519) 741-1986, or fax them at
(519) 743-7277.

Printer Needed
MCC is seeking applicants for the
position of head printer at MCC headquarters in Akron, Pa. This position is
a two-year, full-time, salaried position. Qualifications include a comm i t m e n t to C h r i s t i a n faith, active
church membership, and nonviolent
peacemaking. Applicants must have
previous experience with offset printing; supervision experience preferred.
For more information, or to receive a
copy of the j o b description, please
contact Prem Dick or Goldie Kuhns at
M C C Personnel Department, 21 S.
12th St., Akron, PA 17501; phone
(717) 8 5 9 - 1 1 5 1 , or e-mail P S D @
mcc.org or GPK@mcc.org. Applications due March 25, 1997.

March 1997

ple from across the United States and
Canada met for a time of spiritual refreshment and revival. The camp theme was
"Holiness—Purity in Living."
Our co-evangelists were Rev. Bedsaul
Agee and Rev. James Keaton. Additional
day speakers included Rev. Paul Pierpoint
and Marlin Henninger. Song evangelists
were Phil and Kim Collingsworth. Their
musical talents, spirituality, and children
added much to the worship atmosphere of
the camp. We also enjoyed the musical
talents of the Hobe Sound Choir and the
Praise Singers from the Penn View Bible
Institute.
Our missions speakers were Abe and
Mildred Yoder as they represented Brethren in Christ Missions, especially in
Africa. Glenn and Beverly Holstead also

expanded restroom facilities in addition to
new laundry facilities. We're thankful to
the Lord and the support of God's people
in seeing these improvements take place.
Our attendance figures were up substantially over the past camp. One significant factor was the number of families
with children who attended the camp. We
were pleased to see the children and youth
be a part of the camp. Dennis and Joanna
Ritchey gave direction for the youth services and activities while Clara Ritchey
was in charge of the children.
Scheduled evangelists for the 1998
campmeeting (Jan. 21—Feb. 1) include
Ken Smith and John Parker. Do come and
enjoy the rich presence of God.—Submitted by Jesse Bawel, Secretary.

In this world,
where hundreds
of magazines
are published,
one magazine
is published
especially for you:
the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.
Every month, the EVANGELICAL VISITOR brings you...
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• inspiring "Special People" or Congregational Snap Shot stories
• n e w s of Brethren in Christ Missions around the world
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by
Rick Mailloux

That Christ should join so freely in
the scheme,
although it meant his death on Calvary,
Did ever human tongue find nobler
theme,
than love divine that ransomed me?

ng the
Word
of Life

Looking at "Agape"

Such love, such wondrous love...
(From the hymn "Such Love" by
C. Bishop, Hymns for Praise
and Worship)

N

ails were not the only thing pressing
Jesus to the cross. His love for us
held him there. God's love was and is big
enough for the whole world. The proof of
his love was the s e n d i n g of his Son
(1 John 4:9-10) and the willing sacrifice
the Savior made for our sake (Ephesians
5 : 2 ) . W e did not d e s e r v e t h i s l o v e
(Romans 5:8); rather God acted out of the
riches of his merciful heart to rescue us
from the futile wanderings of sin (Eph-

That God should love a sinner such
as I,
should yearn to change my sorrow
into bliss,
Nor rest till he had planned to bring
me nigh,
how wonderful is love like this.

come

along...

skip through the rain forest

dance in the
rain under a palm leaf umbrella

sink

plant a seedling a
This is your

Invitation to Irian Jaya,
a five-minute MCC
children's video
available from any
MCC office.

This video complements

"All God's Creatures: Friends
in Irian Jaya, Indonesia,"
a Vacation Bible School
curriculum available from
Herald Press. The curriculum
and four teaching photos
are also available for free
loan from any MCC office.
Ask for the Asia box.

£

casing
into
a
well
Mennonite
Central
Committee
Mennonite Central Committee
and MCC U.S.
21 South 12th Street
PO Box 500
Akron, PA 17501-0500
(717)859-1151
(717) 859-3889
MCC Canada
134 Plaza Drive
Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9
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esians 2:1-10). Christ's love was voluntary and willful—a sacrificial act which
sought our highest g o o d ; n a m e l y , to
restore us to a right relationship with God
(See Romans 5:1; 1 Peter 3:18). "That
God should love a sinner such as I, how
wonderful is love like this!"
We love God "because he first loved
us" (1 John 4:19). Our love for God will
lead us to do his will (Matthew 7:21) and
to trust in G o d ' s c a r e and p r o v i s i o n
(Matthew 7:11). In other words, love for
God starts a movement to make Christ
the center of our world and this is evidenced by our obedience (John 14:15, 21)
and by the fact that we love and help our
neighbors (John 13:34; Matthew 22:39).
As Donald Guthrie points out, "love for
neighbors is inseparable from love for
God. It is the latter which inspires the former" (Guthrie, New Testament Theology,
p. 905). The New Testament spends a
great deal of time teaching us how to love
our neighbor as ourselves, for this is what
God's will for us is to a great extent. Passages like Matthew 5—7 (the Sermon on
the Mount), Romans 12; 1 Corinthians
13:4-7; Ephesians 4:1—6:10; Colossians
3—4; and 1 Peter 2—3 highlight a wealth
of teaching in the New Testament on loving each other. Indeed, one of God's great
desires for his church is that we love each
other and that our love be big enough to
extend beyond family, friends, and fellow believers to include our neighbors
(interpreted by Jesus in Luke 10:29-37 to
mean whoever has a need) and even our
enemies.
Now I said all that to say this. The
Greek word that the New Testament writers primarily use to describe God's love
for us, as well as our love for God and
each other, is agape/agapan. One could
almost say that the main business of the
N e w T e s t a m e n t is to give us such a
description. The great thing to remember
about agape or Christian love is that it
has not so much to do with feelings or
emotion as with the will. Agape love,
either toward God or other people "is an
a f f a i r of the will" (C.S. Lewis, Mere
Christianity,
p. 117). W e act in love
whether the feelings are present or not.
Agape, Christian love, is broader than the
natural love and affection that we have
for family and close friends. This love
e x t e n d s to all ( " G o d so l o v e d the
world..."), whether we like them or feel
fond of them all or not. When Jesus teaches "love your neighbor as yourself (Luke
10:27) or "love your enemies" (Matthew
5:44), he does not ask us to feel about
Evangelical Visitor

them the way we do about those closest to
us. But "He does demand a certain attitude of mind and direction of the will
toward all, no matter who they are" (Barclay, New Testament Words, p. 21). C.S.
Lewis gives good advice when he writes,
"the rule for all of us is perfectly simple.
Do not waste time bothering whether you
i o v e ' your neighbor; act as if you did. As
soon as we do this we find one of the
great secrets. When you are behaving as if
you loved someone, you will presently
come to love him." The same is true,
Lewis says, of our love for God. "Do not
sit trying to manufacture feelings. Ask
yourself. If I were sure that I loved God,
what would I do?' When you have found
the answer, go and do it" (Mere Christianity, p. 117).

A

gape love. Christian love, is nowhere
b e t t e r e x p r e s s e d t h a n by Paul in
1 Corinthians 13:4-8a. Just look at his
description:
Love is patient
Love is kind (is constructive, does
useful deeds for people), generous, helping
Love is not jealous (rejoices in the
success of others)
Love does not brag and is not
arrogant
Love does not act unbecomingly
(is not rude)
Love does not seek its own (it is
interested in and cares for others)
Love is not provoked
Love does not take into account a
wrong suffered
(is big enough to forgive)
Love does not rejoice in unrighteousness
Love rejoices with the truth (is
glad when truth prevails, and
deals with others with honesty
and integrity)
Love bears all things
Love believes all things
Love hopes all things
Love endures all things
Love never fails.

God's love is like that, and he wants us
to imitate that same kind of love (Ephesians 5:2). This forgiving, forbearing,
generous, tactful, practical, kind and considerate love is the needle and thread
which binds us together (Philippians 2:2;
Colossians 2:2) and binds up our wounds.
William Barclay really nails it when he
writes "Our theological views may differ, our views on methods may differ. But
March 1997

across the differences there should come
the constant memory that we love Christ
and that therefore we love each other. The
great task of any church is not primarily
to perfect its buildings or its liturgy or its
music. Its great task is to perfect its love"
(New Testament Words, p. 29). At the
bottom of it all, Christian love, agape
love is a compassionate, serving, sacrificial spirit or ethic by which we live; the
spirit which seeks another's good even at
sacrifice to itself.

T

he rabbis have puzzled for centuries
over how it is that Mt. Moriah is the
spot where God allowed the temple to be
built. Here's the story they told. Mt. Moriah wasn't just the spot where Abraham
offered his son, Isaac, till the angel intervened. Long before Abraham, two brothers threshed wheat there for the neighborhood farmers. Each evening the two
brothers would share their earnings from
the day's threshing with each other on a
50/50 basis. One brother would take his
sack of wheat (his earnings from that day)
home and pour it into his granary, then go
to the house and eat dinner with his wife
and 12 children. The other would also
take his sack of wheat home, But ate supper alone, for he had no wife or children.
This brother couldn't sleep well at night.
He would lie awake and think, "I have
one mouth to feed and my brother has 14
and he insists I take half the grain; that's

not right! There's no justice in that." And
so, each night before he could go to sleep,
he would climb out of bed, scoop out a
great part of his grain, carry it across the
threshing floor, quietly pour it into his
brother's granary, and then go back and
sleep soundly. He slept soundly through
the sound of something else that took
place. Each morning his brother would
awake early. He would lie there and say
to himself, "It's not fair! It isn't just!
When I grow old I will have 12 children
to care for my wife and me, but my brother has no one. He has to save for the
future! I take half the grain—how dare I
do that!" So each morning he would get
up, scoop out a great part of his grain,
carry it across the threshing floor, and
pour it into his brother's granary, then go
home for breakfast.
One night, said the rabbis, there must
have been an eclipse—the brothers' timing was off and they met in the darkness,
each with a bag of wheat over his shoulders. They recognized each other's voices and what each other was up to. In the
darkness they dropped their bags to the
ground and fell into each other's arms.
And God said, "that's where my temple
will stand—where people care for each
other's needs as they do their own."

Rick Mciilloux lives near Goshen, Ind.

A FIRST!

Brethren in Christ Retreat
for Retired Ministries Persons
Kenbrook Bible Camp
May 12-14, 1997
Theme: "Active Retirement"
Resource: Dr. Elbert Smith
Former pastor and educator, MMA representative

Inspiration, Fellowship; Food, Fun
Registration Required: $90.00
For more information, contact "Retirees Retreat," Kenbrook Bible Camp,
501 Pine Meadow Drive, Lebanon, PA 17046; phone (717) 865-4547.
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r)iscipleship for the 21st Century
Share the Bread
by Samuel

Brubaker

I stood in reverent reflection with a
morsel of bread in my hand. It was the
closing session of the International Brethren in Christ Fellowship, January 1997.
My wife and I were standing in the sanctuary of the recently built Brethren in
Christ Church in Purnea, Bihar, India.
Surrounding us were several score sisters
and brothers, citizens of at least 11 different nations. Moments before, all had
been mingling with each other, breaking
pieces of bread from a single loaf and
giving them to each other, and speaking
words of Christian fellowship and encoura g e m e n t to one another. C o m m u n i n g
together were longtime friends and new
acquaintances. Our mingling had included smiles, handclasps, and many hugs as
we broke bread together. Somehow in
those moments, language barriers seemed
of no consequence. I had noticed a sariclad Indian sister and a sister from Africa
clasping one another in embrace; brethren
from North America and Latin America
greeting warmly; the greeting I had received. I returned to my place, and stood
silently with head b o w e d . T h e r o o m
became hushed.

Focusing our Mission...
continued

from page 30

Moore reminds us, having been endowed
with the Holy Spirit, built up on the foundation of the Word, and operating out of
a community of mutual encouragers, we
have been sent into the world as stewards
of God's grace to minister to people in
their everyday lives. This is replicating
Christ. (Encounter with God, Scripture
Union)
Just as naturally as day follows night,
discipleship is designed to follow conversion. A very strong focus of both the
IBICF and M W C was to explore what it
means to be a follower of Jesus Christ.
Theological papers, challenging sermons,
and seminars directed us to issues of obedience and discernment.
To be followers of Christ we must
JO

Brethren in Christ Missions executive
Jack M c C l a n e was o f f i c i a t i n g at this
observance of Communion. He now prepared us to partake of the emblem of
Christ's broken body: "In these moments
as w e ' v e served one another from this
loaf, each of us has received, none has
been missed. As we now partake of this
emblem, let's remember that throughout
the world there are many who have not
even been offered, the Bread of Life. Eat
now...and share the bread."
Share the Bread. Certainly the primary discipleship task, beyond personal
belief in and conformity to Jesus, is to
spread the Good News to people who
have not yet come to experience its blessings. Someone has said that sharing the
gospel is like a beggar telling another
beggar where he found a perpetual supply
of food.
Share the Bread. In so doing, we need
to present folks with Jesus, the Bread and
Water of Life; the expression of God's
redeeming love; the Lamb whose sacrifice resolves mankind's sin problem; the
Teacher and Lord whose service is joyous
and leads to fullness of human life. It's
easy to make the error of offering, instead
of the wonderful Bread, the stones of
legalistic religious systems, or the crumbs
falling from tables of opulence, or dried

grow up (Eph. 4). For example, we need
to re-examine our stewardship patterns—
are we spending generously on ourselves
(sometimes more than 90 percent—or in
the case of credit card addicts, even more
than 100 percent), or are we giving to the
Lord generously, joyfully, and proportionately as instructed by Paul in 2 Corinthians 8 and 9? Funds are more than adequate to support all the work of the church
when God's people respond to him with
true discipleship. I will never forget the
statement of Paul Lakhan Lall, a friend in
India who once said to me, "If the church
in India, poor as it may be, would merely
begin to tithe, there would be so much
money to support all our ministries, evangelism and institutions that we would not
know what to do with the surplus." How
much more would this apply to citizens of
Canada and the United States?

crusts with which we ourselves are no
longer delighted, or moldy loaves made
from religious flour adulterated with our
own ethnocentric interpretations and
applications. May we be busy sharing the
true Bread.
Share the Bread. If we are going to
share the true Bread, we will fuse ministry
to material as well as spiritual needs into
a wholistic sharing of Good News. Such
was the example and teaching of Jesus:
"Whatever you did (or did not do) for one
of the least of these, you did (or did not
do) for me." The apostle John wrote: "If
anyone has material possessions and sees
his brother in need but has no pity on him,
how can the love of God be in him?"
How easy it is for us to fill ourselves with
good feelings after we have given the leftovers from our abundance; the damaged
or used goods after we've tired of using
them. True Bread-sharing will motivate
down-scaling of the lifestyle of many of
us so that we can give more generously of
wealth, time, energy—yes, even of ourselves.
Share the Bread. Share the Savior who
enables us to have peace with God and to
foster shalom among men.
Samuel M. Brubaker
Ohio.
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Obedience to the Lord needs to touch
every area of our lives. As we study the
New Testament, we cannot help but sense
God speaking repeatedly to many diverse
aspects as heart purity, reconciliation/
right relationships, the use of our time/talents, our devotional/connectional life with
the Lord, humility and service, sexual
fidelity, self-control. In other words, the
community of believers and the Holy
Spirit call us to a disciplined life which
reflects the beauty of Jesus.
What a challenge to be part of God's
people around the world! What a blessing
to see God involving the international
church in reaching the lost and building
his kingdom! The challenge in North
America is to be an integral part of kingdom-building as we focus on our primary
mission of outreach and discipleship.

Evangelical Visitor

7Jnesims
Dear Paul,
W h y is it that relationships among missionaries are
often difficult and contentious? You and Barnabas experienced this when you were choosing a fellow traveler
for your second missionary journey. You resolved your
problem by separating and forming two missionary
teams. We lost touch with Barnabas and John Mark, but I
imagine that their travels and ministry expanded and
built up the kingdom of God just as you and Silas did.
I am discovering that the Brethren in Christ Church in
Zambia was founded under surprisingly similar circumstances. In 1906, just eight years after Matopo Mission
had been founded in what is now Zimbabwe, four missionaries—two American women
and two Matebele youth—set out
for the frontier across the Zambezi
River to the north to establish a
Christian witness in a new area. It
was not only the vision of unreached
people dying without knowing
Christ which seems to have served
as a motivator for this move. H.
Frances Davidson, leader of this
small party of pioneer missionaries,
was an intelligent and gifted
w o m a n . A college professor at the
time of her call to overseas missions, she was perhaps the most
highly educated person in the Brethren in Christ Church. Did she have
ideas that were very different f r o m those of the male
leadership of the mission program? Was she unheard as
she tried to express what the Spirit of God was saying to
her about the direction and nature of the ministry? Did
she b e c o m e too passionate and forceful in her attempts to
communicate? Whatever the exact circumstances of the
conflict, the result was the formation of a new missionary
team and the beginnings of a new church at Macha Mission.
If conflict was the impetus for this new work, cooperation seems to have been its hallmark since. I see scattered across the country established churches of mission
agencies such as the Church of Christ, Anglicans, Pilgrim Wesleyans, the Salvation Army, Seventh-Day
Adventist and Reformed, Africa Evangelical Fellowship
and the Baptists, along with the Brethren in Christ. They
have worked to saturate rather than overlap and compete
in spreading the gospel message, doctrinal differences

paling in the face of the fear and bondage of traditional
animism.
There are not many western missionaries still working
with the Brethren in Christ in Zambia. Several train leaders or resource the church in special ways. Several are
medical people. But they work under Zambians who
direct all aspects of church life. I know I asked this
before, but should they still be here? Is it time for all
western missionaries to leave? The old and much-repeated maxim for missionary involvement has been this: get
in; get ahead; get alongside; get behind; get out. Is it time
to get out? Or is it time to examine the maxim?
You had a lot to say about the
Church as a body. W h e n I read what
you had to say to the Romans, the
Corinthians and the Ephesians, I
usually think of how it applies to my
local congregation—how some
teach and some administer and some
encourage and some heal and some
cook and entertain. And how no one
of us is complete or sufficient without the others. But does this picture
also apply to the church around the
world? Does the North American
missionary in the African congregation bring a gift and perspective that
is helpful? Will the Chinese international student in the Canadian congregation add a new dimension to church life that will
bring glory to God and build up his people? Might different national churches have different gifts which need to
be expressed and valued as essential to a worldwide body
of Christ?
But I struggle with my humanness. Rather than seeing
the value in someone who is different f r o m m e — a n d
working to understand what I might learn from that difference—I often let it produce misunderstanding and
conflict, even divide us.
I don't know if Frances Davidson was able to resolve
satisfactorily her differences with her co-workers. But I
am encouraged that God worked good from that conflict
and division. And I know that you were able to find value
in the ministry of John Mark later on. Was that the result
of growth on his part...or growth on yours?
Still growing,
Onesimus

The old and muchrepeated maxim for
missionary involvement has been this:
get in; get ahead; get
alongside; get behind;
get out. Is it time to get
out? Or is it time to
examine the maxim?

Readers may correspond with Onesimus by writing to him c/o the Evangelical Visitor, P.O. Box 166, Nappanee, IN 46550.
Letters to Onesimus may be published unless they are marked " Personal-Not for Publication."
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International
Priorities?
by Harvey R. Sider
The International Brethren in Christ
Fellowship (IBICF) and the Mennonite
World Conference (MWC) which met in
India in January 1997 intensified my
awareness of the primary mission of the
c h u r c h — a m i s s i o n d e e p l y r o o t e d in
Scripture. The words of Christ capture its
essence as he expressed his concern that
we are to go to all nations, bringing people into a relationship with the Lord Jesus
Christ and a walk of o b e d i e n c e (Mt.
28:19-20). Following his resurrection, his
constant repetition of our mission to reach
the lost makes the indelible impression
that we too must be about out Savior's
business.
Our primary thrust continues to be
evangelism and discipleship, which must
relate as closely as Siamese twins. One
without the other usually leads to selfdestruction. A healthy church must keep a
sharp focus and emphasis on both. As
Brethren in Christ from 11 of our national churches fellowshipped and dialogued
together in one of our long-established
mission points—Bihar, India—it became
i n c r e a s i n g l y e v i d e n t that n u m e r i c a l
growth and obedient discipleship were
two sides of the same coin.
How stimulating and encouraging to
listen to stories of God's grace and the
maturing of believers. A Hindu convert
made the long, arduous j o u r n e y f r o m
Madhipura to Purnea to share one evening
how God had both physically and spiritually saved him. With a glowing face, evi-

250 Growing, Discipling,
Sending Congregations
by A.D. 2000
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dence of God's grace, he recounted his
faith journey to Christ. Years ago, he was
touched by the compassionate ministry of
people like Henry Kreider and Leora
Yoder, followed by discipleship within
the Christian community. Now he, in
turn, has become a bright witness of the
gospel.
The concern for fulfilling the mandate
left by Christ is the reason the Brethren in
Christ were able to gather from such
diverse nations and cultures as Canada,
Nepal, Nicaragua, and Zambia. People
with a real passion to reach the lost gave
of themselves to bring into existence a
church among many cultures and languages. Nationals have picked up the
same challenge and inspiration. Today
they are in the vanguard of the evangelistic thrust. It was thrilling to hear nonNorth Americans describe their church
planting ministries. While some were
dramatic, many of these stories were very
ordinary illustrations of God at work in
and through people.
In 1996 we began six new churches in
North America. The bishops have projected a goal of ten new church plantings
in 1997. This dims in comparison to the
scores of churches being projected and
planted by our brothers and sisters in
other parts of the world. In virtually all
geographic areas of the denomination,
the Brethren in Christ have caught the
vision of church planting. At the same
time, we rejoice, and rightly so, when
congregations grow by winning the lost
and bringing them into church membership—often by the ones and the twos,
although occasionally by the dozen. We
are thrilled by the reports of scores and
occasionally 50, 75, 100 and more who
are baptized and become members in
some of our churches around the world.
From the scriptural and compassionate perspective, the church must continue to give evangelism an increasingly greater emphasis. Jesus
m o d e l e d o n e of the best
methods as he intimately
and constantly touched the
l i v e s of p e o p l e l i k e
Nicodemus (John 3), the
Samaritan woman (John
4), and Zacchaeus (Luke
19). W e thank G o d f o r
those who respond to the

gospel through mechanical or technical
means such as electronic media, the radio,
and the printed page. But more often people are touched most effectively by an
intimate, warm, relational, affirming contact with a person. We must remember
that many people will never darken the
door of a church, so their only opportunity of being touched by Christ is through
us. This is especially so of the marginalized, the youth those who have endured
the hard knocks of society, and the many
who are disillusioned with religion, their
work, or their home situation.
God desires to incarnate himself in his
people. As we reach out through our work
opportunities, during our leisure times, in
the s o c i a l m i l i e u of n e i g h b o r h o o d
involvements, or via family networks,
God honors these contacts by providing
fruit in the salvation of acquaintances.
Are we using such natural bridges for
God's glory? I am convinced that where
there is a genuine concern for our lost
colleagues, neighbors and friends, every
congregation can grow as i n d i v i d u a l
C h r i s t i a n s r e c a p t u r e the u r g e n c y of
Christ's desire and demand.
As I listened to national leaders reflect
their evangelistic zeal and the resultant
growth of the church, I came away from
IBICF realizing that the Lord d e e p l y
desires to use his people to reach the lost.
Methods are inconsequential to God. In
fact, they may vary according to culture
and context, representing both the rather
impersonal and aggressive as well as the
"touch" approach. But in the end. Scripture leaves us with no option but to use
our own unique gifts and personalities to
be Christ's voice and presence on earth.
We become Christ's ambassadors to bring
reconciliation between God and people
(2 Cor. 5:18-21). Will we ever learn that
our lives are actually epicenters through
which God wants to work in both an outreach and discipling ministry? As T. M.
continued on page 28
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One Lord, one faith, one shamiana
In Hindi, they call it a shamiana, which means "house of
cloth." These tent-and-bamboo structures are erected in India
both for religious and social events. For those of us fortunate
enough to inhabit it for six days in Calcutta, the shamiana
nestled in one corner of the spacious campus of St. Thomas
School will be a lasting visual symbol of Assembly Gathered.
From the outside, the worship shamiana was a drab canvas brown. Inside, though, the tent came alive with purple and
pink fabric. The sheer size of the structure was breathtaking.
The Mennonite press corps, highly trained in the use of simile, officially deemed it the size of two football fields. The
same press corps, mostly oblivious to the principles of engineering, was largely silent regarding the mechanical accomplishment that kept it standing. "Amazing" was about all we
could muster.
In many ways, a shamiana was "appropriate technology"
for India 1997. To have met in a modern, air-conditioned
convention center—assuming such a thing even exists in
C a l c u t t a — w o u l d have robbed us of a p o w e r f u l visual
metaphor the global Mennonite and Brethren in Christ family needed to see and experience during those days.
At a basic level, meeting in a shamiana was a constant
reminder that the Anabaptist church is now "at home" in the
Two-Thirds World. Numerically, the majority of Mennonites
and Brethren in Christ now live in the Southern Hemisphere.
North America and Europe are minority territory for the
church. We benefited from meeting in such an undeveloped
"house," where dust, smoke, and even the occasional neighborhood dog wandered in freely. It should remind us the
church is growing most dramatically where the doors not
only are open, but in many cases are literally nonexistent.
By design, a shamiana is not permanent. The one at St.
Thomas School was erected and eventually razed in a matter
of days. The temporary nature of our meeting place in Calcutta symbolized the reality that became evident during
Assembly Gathered: the Holy Spirit does not take up permanent residence either. Yes, the Spirit continues to work in
the Anabaptist "homelands" of Europe and North America,

Pontius'
Puddle
Bulletins a n d n e w s l e t t e r s
reprinting "Pontius Puddle"
must pay $10 for each use to
Joel Kauffman, 111 Carter
Road, Goshen, IN 46526.
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but the locus of the Spirit's most dramatic activity has shifted to Asia, Africa, and Latin America. We North Americans
may have institutions of brick and mortar, but the Two-Thirds
World has a church on the move.
This is a bittersweet realization for us in North America.
On the one hand, we delight to see how the gospel blossoms
in cultures so different from our own. At the same time, we
wonder why the bloom has withered at home. Maybe the
answer, at least in part, can be found inside the shamiana too.
Just as the tent was the necessary form of shelter as the children of Israel wandered in the wilderness, the shamiana in
Calcutta reminds us that the church in the Two-Thirds World
has not found a comfortable and permanent home in its culture. Can we in North America say the same thing?
Inside the shamiana we heard stories of a church serving
amid unrest, persecution, and economic need in the TwoThirds World. This is not the story in North America. The
theme for Asia Day was "Living Christ Amidst Many Religions." But in North America, we like to think of the Christian community as the moral majority. In Latin America, the
church resists the coercive political and economic agenda of
the principalities and powers. But in North America, we're
more inclined to form a Christian Coalition so we can manipulate the agenda to our advantage. The church in Africa, by
necessity, proclaims a wholistic gospel that combines both
word and deed as it addresses the needs of its neighbors. In
North America, we invest our energy in debating amongst
ourselves about worship styles and welfare cuts.
A shamiana is an appropriate structure for a church where
the primary issues are survival and mobility. Brick and mortar meet the need of a church bent on permanence and protecting its interests. If you were the Holy Spirit, consumed
with an agenda to rescue a broken humanity, where would
you prefer to dwell?
I pray that our North American household of faith might
learn to inhabit the shamiana of God.. .and that I might find
my way there, too.—Don Ratzlaff, for Meetinghouse
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"While they were eating, Jesus took bread, gave
thanks and broke it, and gave it to his disciples,
saying,
'Take and eat; this is my body.'" (Matthew
26:26)
"But my mother wants pao (bread)," complained the
little boy begging at my gate as I offered him a half bag
of beans. "Wait a minute," I thought. "Beggars can't be
choosers."
"Bread." A full word. Pao, a filler at every meal. A
meal is not complete without bread on the table. Here in
Brazil's northeast, bread is not only an accompaniment
to a meal, but also often the meal itself
Families dine on pao frances, a fluffy white crusty
bread, and strong sugary black coffee. The bread satisfies hunger and supplies energy. We're recharged by the
soft, chewy dough and good conversation.
Bread is the most commonly eaten food here in this
small city—but it must be the one food found on every
table in the world. We break bread, chew it and feel its
comfort. "Companions." Com pao. Portuguese for "with
bread." Sharing bread, a daily activity that has become a
ritual of life : —and one which I enjoy most—sharing food
and good conversation with friends.
With bread we share life. With bread, our lives are
one. With bread, we remember our Lord, who comforts
and satisfies, fills and nourishes.
Yes, beggars can be choosers. "Just a minute." I said
to the little boy. "I'll get you some bread."
O Generous Lord, let us hear clearly the needs of
others and share with them the bread of life.
Amy Wilson completed a four-year MCC assignment in the fall of
1996. She lived and worked with the deaf community in Cabo. BrazilShe is currently residing in Elmhurst, 111.
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